Quantum dynamics of long-range interacting systems using the positive-\( P \) and gauge-\( P \) representations
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We provide the necessary framework for carrying out stochastic positive-\( P \) and gauge-\( P \) simulations of bosonic systems with long-range interactions. In these approaches, the quantum evolution is sampled by trajectories in phase space, allowing calculation of correlations without truncation of the Hilbert space or other approximations to the quantum state. The main drawback is that the simulation time is limited by noise arising from interactions. We show that the long-range character of these interactions does not further increase the limitations of these methods, in contrast to the situation for alternatives such as the density matrix renormalization group. Furthermore, stochastic gauge techniques can also successfully extend simulation times in the long-range-interaction case, by making use of parameters that affect the noise properties of trajectories, without affecting physical observables. We derive essential results that significantly aid the use of these methods: estimates of the available simulation time, optimized stochastic gauges, a general form of the characteristic stochastic variance, and adaptions for very large systems. Testing the performance of particular drift and diffusion gauges for nonlocal interactions, we find that, for small to medium systems, drift gauges are beneficial, whereas for sufficiently large systems, it is optimal to use only a diffusion gauge. The methods are illustrated with direct numerical simulations of interaction quenches in extended Bose-Hubbard lattice systems and the excitation of Rydberg states in a Bose-Einstein condensate, also without the need for the typical frozen gas approximation. We demonstrate that gauges can indeed lengthen the useful simulation time.
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I. INTRODUCTION

First-principles treatments of many-body quantum problems are notoriously difficult due to the exponential increase of Hilbert space dimension with the number of system components. Tackling this complexity is an outstanding goal of theoretical physics. Long-range interactions usually amplify the difficulties, because they can break symmetries or frustrate many of the tricks used to reduce the Hilbert space to manageable sizes. For example, the entanglement area laws can be broken [1].

If limited precision is acceptable, stochastic phase-space methods are a promising contender compared to other standard methods such as Monte Carlo or entangled pair states [2–4], especially for higher-dimensional systems. The computational complexity of phase-space methods tends to scale only linearly or quadratically in system size and to be largely independent of dimensionality. Originating from quantum optics [5], these methods have also been successful for cold degenerate gases [6–17] including fermions [18,19] and spin systems [20–22]. They are particularly suited to relatively dilute boson systems deep in the quantum regime.

Apart from a few small forays [4,23], previous work with phase-space methods has been limited to systems with contact interactions. However, long-range interactions have recently become important in the dilute quantum regime due to advances in the production of ultracold Rydberg atoms [24,25], dipolar atomic gases [26,27], and molecular gases [28], the physics of which cannot be captured with a contact interaction alone. Motivated by this experimental progress, we develop here tools for the application of phase-space methods to systems with long-range interactions. These tools could then go substantially beyond the initial exploration of the positive-\( P \) method to a Rydberg system, reported in [29], which required a simplified interaction model.

The price paid for use of phase-space methods is that the dynamics is tractable usually only over short time scales. This limitation arises from the nonlinear amplification of stochastic fluctuations in individual trajectories, leading to a phase-space distribution that is too broad [30–33]. Hence, a central requirement in practice is to estimate the time limits and if possible to extend them. Fortunately, one can exploit the overcompleteness of the basis used to keep the distribution as compact as possible and to stabilize trajectories. Simulation schemes exploiting this feature have been termed gauge-\( P \) methods [10,11,23,31,34–38]. Two different types of gauges are available. Drift gauges modify the drift term of the underlying Fokker-Planck equation for the phase-space distribution, allowing, e.g., a modification of nonlinearities in the evolution equation at the expense of introducing a fluctuating trajectory weight. Diffusion gauges alter the noise terms in the stochastic evolution equations and can be used to vary the relative fraction of noise affecting the phase or amplitude of complex variables.

These stochastic gauges can become particularly powerful when it is possible to determine the best choice of gauge for a given simulation. For problems that rely essentially on single...
bosonic modes, these best choices have been found [23,37]. For the many-mode case to date, optimization has only been considered insofar as a collection of single modes can offer some guidance, in situations where the interactions are weak or short range.

In this work, we adapt the prescriptions and approaches that are successful for short-range interactions to long-range interactions, and we show that they still give useful extensions of simulation time. To this end, we calculate the evolution of a characteristic variance that can serve to estimate the effect of a specific gauge, analogous to the approach of [37] for the single-mode case. Though quite an involved expression, it provides the essential basis for the application of gauge-P techniques to problems with long-range interactions. Estimates of the available simulation time and optimal adaptive gauge choices then follow in a relatively straightforward way.

The article is organized as follows: In Sec. II we describe the class of many-body quantum mechanical models that are being considered here. The general idea behind the positive-P and gauge-P methods is then briefly reviewed in Sec. III, and the evolution equations for nonlocal interactions derived. In Sec. IV, which contains the core of our analysis, we derive and analyze the characteristic noise variances and optimize gauges. Based on this, Sec. V presents estimates of the available simulation time.

All these results are then applied to two test cases in Sec. VI: an interaction quench in an extended (long-range) Bose-Hubbard model and the excitation dynamics of mobile Rydberg atoms within a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC). These examples are oriented towards long-range interacting ultracold atomic physics, such as BECs of dipolar atoms [26], polar molecules [28], or Rydberg dressed condensates [39–47]. Following this, Sec. VII presents some further results that facilitate simulation of very large systems: a more efficient representation of the noise, and an optimization of pure diffusion gauges. In Sec. VIII, we report also on some initial explorations of more general nonlocal gauges as a starting point for future work. The Appendices contain various technical details, such as the Stratonovich corrections (Appendix A), the complete derivation of the characteristic variances (Appendices B and C), and supporting material on nonlocal noises (Appendix D) and gauges (Appendix E).

II. LONG-RANGE INTERACTING SYSTEMS

The class of Hamiltonian operators with which we work in this article is represented by

$$\hat{H} = \sum_{nm} \left[ \hat{a}_n^\dagger \omega_{nm} \hat{a}_m + \frac{1}{2} \delta_n \delta_m \right] W_{nm} \hat{a}_n^\dagger \hat{a}_m. $$

(1)

The indices label elements of the chosen single-particle basis $|m\rangle$ and the operator $\hat{a}_m$ creates a particle in that basis state. Single-particle energies and linear mode couplings are included in $\omega_{nm}$, while $W_{nm}$ parametrizes generic two-body interactions. This potential $W$ is assumed to be real here. For Hermiticity, $\omega_{nm} = \omega_{mn}$.

We now introduce two physical model systems, the Hamiltonian of which has the form (1). For these examples, we show simulation results in Sec. VI.

A. Extended Bose-Hubbard model

One Hamiltonian of the form Eq. (1) is that of an extended (long-range interacting) Bose-Hubbard model. In a cold atom context, $|m\rangle$ is then the localized, lowest-band, Wannier function at a single site of an optical lattice. The coupling $\omega_{nm} = J(\delta_{n+1,m} + \delta_{n-1,m})$ describes particle tunneling between neighboring lattice sites with amplitude $J$. Many cases of long-range interactions can be captured by the potential

$$W(|x - y|) = -\frac{C_6}{(|x - y|^n + e^{\gamma})^{\beta}}. $$

(2)

Possible experimental realizations include optical lattices filled with polar atoms [26] or Rydberg dressed atoms [48–51]. The $W_{nm}$ in (1) can then be obtained from Eq. (2) by use of overlap integrals involving Wannier basis functions. However, here we simply use $W_{nm} = W(r)$, where $r = |x - y|$ and $x_m, y_m$ are discrete lattice points. We will later present simulation results for $a = 2$ and $b = 3$, corresponding to a softened van der Waals potential. Alternatively we could have used $a = 6$ and $b = 1$ to represent Rydberg-dressed potentials that include the cutoff due to blockade effects [40].

The contact part of the interaction plays a prominent mathematical role in the following, despite the presence of long-range forces. For a homogeneous interaction, we abbreviate it with

$$W_{nm} = W_0. $$

(3)

With the many-body model above, we will consider controlled interaction quenches to illustrate our results in Sec. VI.A. These are readily realized with, e.g., Rydberg atom interactions due to the possibility of time-dependent external control.

B. Rydberg excitations in a Bose gas

As a second example, we will consider a Bose gas where atoms are continuously coherently excited from a ground state $|g\rangle$, in which interactions are neglected, to a Rydberg state $|e\rangle$ with strong long-range interactions between the atoms [52–57]. Initially all atoms are in the ground state. With more atoms getting excited, the so-called dipole blockade develops [52–54], where the simultaneous excitation of nearby atoms is strongly suppressed.

For this system we use a continuum formulation of the Hamiltonian (1). To this end, we define field operators via $\hat{a}_n = \sqrt{\Psi(x_n)}\sqrt{dV}$, $\hat{a}_m = \sqrt{\Psi(y_m)}\sqrt{dV}$, $W_{nm} = W(x_n, y_m)$, and $\omega_{nm} = -2(\delta_{n+1,m} + \delta_{n-1,m} - 2\delta_{n,m})/(2m d V)$. Here, $\Psi(x)$ is a field operator creating an atom at a location $x, dV$ is the (physically small) volume corresponding to one discrete location $x_m$ on the numerical lattice. We set $\hbar = m = 1$ for simplicity, unless stated otherwise.

We then extend our model to include two fields describing atoms in components $|g\rangle$ and $|e\rangle$. Only the latter shall experience the long-range interactions. Rydberg excitation and dynamics often happen much faster than atomic motion, which justifies the so-called “frozen gas” approximation where atomic motion is neglected. With the coherent coupling amplitude $\kappa$ between the components we then
have
\[
\hat{H} = \frac{\kappa}{2} \int dx (\hat{\psi}_\alpha^+(x) \hat{\psi}_\beta(x) + \hat{\psi}_\beta^+(x) \hat{\psi}_\alpha(x)) \\
+ \frac{1}{2} \int dx \int dy \vec{\Psi}_\alpha^+(x) \vec{\Psi}_\beta(y) W(x - y) \vec{\Psi}_\beta(x) \vec{\Psi}_\alpha(y).
\] (4)

The crucial difference from the extended Bose-Hubbard model is that the number of atoms in the component experiencing the interactions is no longer conserved. We will assume the same interaction potential \(W\) as in the previous model (2).

For short times, Eq. (4) represents an adequate model (see, e.g., [58]). However, corrections due to atomic motion can easily become relevant [59–65], in which case the kinetic-energy term
\[
\hat{H}_{\text{kin}} = -\int dx \left( \hat{\psi}_\alpha^+(x) \frac{\nabla^2}{2m} \hat{\psi}_\alpha(x) + \hat{\psi}_\beta^+(x) \frac{\nabla^2}{2m} \hat{\psi}_\beta(x) \right)
\] (5)

must be reinstated to Eq. (4), precluding the use of a spin model. This reduces the range of methods available, but does not constitute a problem for phase-space methods.

With or without motion, we will later be interested in correlation function dynamics at the onset of a dipole blockade: Assume all atoms are initially condensed in the ground state. The coupling \(\kappa\) then acts for a given time, transferring population into the excited state, which has interactions between atoms. The interaction energy of atoms in the excited state can become large enough to suppress transition to that state overcomplete operator basis of coherent states:
\[
\hat{\rho}(t) = \int d^2M \int d^2M' \int d^2\Omega \int d^2\Omega' \mathcal{P}_G(\alpha, \beta, \Omega, t) \left[ \begin{array}{c|c} \langle \alpha | \beta \rangle^* & \langle \alpha | \beta \rangle \\ \langle \beta | \alpha \rangle^* & \langle \beta | \alpha \rangle \end{array} \right] \Omega^2 \cdot \left[ \begin{array}{c|c} \beta^* & \alpha^* \\ \beta & \alpha \end{array} \right].
\] (6)

The operator kernel in this expression is \(\hat{\Lambda} = \Omega(\alpha^* \beta^*) / (\beta^* \alpha)\), where we have made use of many-mode coherent states [75] \(|\alpha\rangle\) defined by \(\hat{a}_n |\alpha\rangle = \alpha_n |\alpha\rangle\), with \(\alpha_n \in \mathbb{C}\). The function \(\mathcal{P}_G\) is the “gauge-\(P\)” distribution, which can be chosen positive and real for any density matrix \(\hat{\rho}\), similarly to the positive-\(P\) distribution \(\mathcal{P}_\beta(\alpha, \beta, t)\), which is the special case that occurs when the global weight \(\Omega\) is chosen to be constant.

For unitary dynamics, on which we will focus here, the density matrix obeys the von Neumann equation
\[
\frac{d}{dt} \hat{\rho} = -i \hbar [\hat{H}, \hat{\rho}].
\] (7)

Dissipative environments that would add, for example, Lindblad terms to Eq. (7) and produce a master equation can be straightforwardly included.

Due to the doubling of the phase-space dimension for quantum systems seen above, it will be convenient to introduce the following notation: We collect all \(2M + 1\) stochastic fields into a vector \(v = (\alpha, \beta, \Omega)\) whose components \(v_\mu\) are labeled by greek indices \(\mu, \nu, \ldots\), as opposed to the \(M\) modes which are labeled by roman indices \(n, m, j, \ldots\). Continuing this distinction for vectors in general, boldface, underlined vectors will have \(2M\) components [76]; without the underline they have \(M\) components. Similarly a double underline is used to distinguish \(2M \times 2M\) matrices from the \(M \times M\) matrices that they are usually composed of. Components of extended matrices have greek subscripts that run over \(2M\) values.

For a sufficiently well bounded [77] distribution \(\mathcal{P}_G(\alpha, \beta, \Omega)\), the master equation can be converted into a Fokker-Planck equation (FPE) of the generic form,
\[
\frac{\partial P_G}{\partial t} = -\sum_\mu \frac{\partial}{\partial v_\mu} A_\mu P_G + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{\mu, \nu} \frac{\partial}{\partial v_\mu} \frac{\partial}{\partial v_\nu} D_{\mu \nu} P_G,
\] (8)

by virtue of the operator correspondences [23,78]:
\[
\hat{a}_n \hat{\rho} \leftrightarrow \alpha_n P_G, \quad \hat{a}_n^\dagger \hat{\rho} \leftrightarrow \left( \beta_n - \frac{\partial}{\partial \beta_n} \right) P_G,
\] (9a)
\[
\hat{\rho} \hat{a}_n \leftrightarrow \left( \alpha_n - \frac{\partial}{\partial \alpha_n} \right) P_G, \quad \hat{\rho} \hat{a}_n^\dagger \leftrightarrow \beta_n P_G,
\] (9b)
\[
0 \leftrightarrow P_G + \frac{\partial}{\partial \Omega} \Omega P_G.
\] (9c)

Crucially, Eq. (8) is equivalent to the set of coupled stochastic differential equations (SDEs),
\[
\frac{dv_\mu}{dt} = A_\mu + \sum_\nu B_{\mu \nu} \xi_\nu(t),
\] (10)

if the diffusion matrix \(D\) is positive semidefinite [3,79,80]. These SDEs have to be interpreted in the Itô form of stochastic calculus [80]. The \(\xi_\nu(t)\) are independent real noise fields, defined by a zero mean \(\xi_\nu(t)\) and correlations \(\mathcal{E}_\nu(t) \xi_\nu(t') = \delta_{\nu \nu'} \delta(t - t')\), where \(\mathcal{E}\) denotes the stochastic average of \(f\). They are usually implemented with independent Gaussian noises at each time step \(\Delta t\) with a variance of \(1/(\Delta t \delta V)\). The “noise matrix” \(\mathbb{B}\) must satisfy \(\mathbb{D} = \mathbb{B} \mathbb{B}^T\). The matrix

\[013309-3\]
square root \(D^{1/2}\) is a viable noise matrix in most cases of interest, provided that it is self-transposed \(D^{1/2} = [D^{1/2}]^T\).

All quantum expectation values (observables) can be found in principle by averaging [81] over the set of independent stochastic trajectories. Expectation values of normal ordered operator products take the form [31]

\[
\langle \hat{a}_n \hat{a}_m^\dagger \hat{a}_r \hat{a}_t \rangle = \frac{\Omega \beta_n \beta_m \beta_t \beta_r \alpha_p \alpha_q \alpha_r \alpha_t \cdots \Omega^* \alpha^*_n \alpha^*_m \alpha^*_r \alpha^*_t \cdots}{\Omega^2 + \Omega^2}.
\]

(11)

The discussion above also applies to the positive-\(P\) distribution, in which case we can set \(\Omega \rightarrow 1\) and simplify the calculation considerably [32].

Upon reaching Eq. (10), we have reduced the generally intractable quantum-many body problem in an \(N^M\) dimensional Hilbert space to the seemingly much easier solution of a system of \(2M\) coupled complex SDEs. Whether the problem in this new form is tractable depends on the number of stochastic realizations required to obtain converged results for Eq. (11). Therein lies the fundamental limitation of stochastic phase-space methods: After a certain simulated time \(t_{\text{sim}}\), the noise in the simulation can become nonlinearly amplified or the phase-space distribution too broad [30,31], which prevents convergence of the averages. As a consequence, these stochastic methods are only useful for understanding the mode occupation, in which case we can set \(\Omega = 0\) (14).

\[
\langle a_n \rangle = -i \sum_{m} [\omega_{nm} a_m + \alpha_n W_{nm} a_m \beta_m] - i \sqrt{t} \sum_{j} [\sqrt{W}_{nj} \xi_j^{(1)}(t)],
\]

(13a)

\[
\frac{d \beta_n}{dt} = i \sum_{m} [\omega_{nm} \beta_m + \beta_n W_{nm} \alpha_m \beta_m] + \sqrt{t} \beta_n \sum_{j} [\sqrt{W}_{nj} \xi_j^{(2)}(t)].
\]

(13b)

The noises \(\xi_j^{(1)}\) and \(\xi_j^{(2)}\) are independent, and \([\sqrt{W}]_{nj}\) are components of the matrix square root \(\sqrt{W}\) of the interaction potential.

For the gauge-\(P\) representation, with stochastic gauge freedoms included, it will be convenient to use the matrix notation described at the beginning of Sec. III A to concisely deal with the \(2 \times 2\) block nature of the problem. Vectors are assumed to be column vectors unless explicitly transposed, and we use the notation \(\text{diag}[v]\) to assemble a square diagonal matrix with vector \(v\) on the diagonal. Following [18,82], we introduce the following:

\[
\Psi = \begin{pmatrix} \alpha \\ \beta \end{pmatrix}, \quad \omega = \begin{pmatrix} -\omega & 0 \\ 0 & \omega \end{pmatrix}, \quad W = \begin{pmatrix} -W & 0 \\ 0 & W \end{pmatrix},
\]

\[
\eta = \begin{pmatrix} \eta^{(1)} \\ \eta^{(2)} \end{pmatrix}, \quad A = i \omega \psi + i \Gamma \psi, \quad B = \sqrt{t} \Gamma S.
\]

(14)

A particularly useful quantity that will recur is the (complex) mode occupation

\[
n_m = n^*_m + i n^*_m = \alpha_m \beta_m.
\]

(15)
Using these definitions, we can write the gauge-$P$ representation equations of motion

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \gamma = A + B'(\xi - g), \quad \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \Omega = \Omega g \cdot \xi. \tag{16a}
\]

\[
B' = B'O = \sqrt{i} \Gamma^\dagger S O, \quad \xi = \left( \begin{array}{c} g_\nu \end{array} \right). \tag{16b}
\]

as per the formalism outlined in [10,11,23,31,34,36–38].

The drift gauge $g$ is a yet unspecified function of the variables $\gamma$. We have also already inserted an arbitrary orthogonal matrix $O = \exp[\gamma]$, where $O O^T = I$, the diffusion gauge, into the diffusion term.

IV. OPTIMIZED GAUGES

For practical applications of the available stochastic gauges, we introduce more specific forms and then optimize them, similarly to how it was done for local interactions in [32,37].

A. Intuitive drift gauge form

Here, we introduce a specific form of $g$ and describe its effect on the equations of motion. The objective of $g$ is to control the tendency of the interaction term to control moving instabilities and boundary term errors in the distribution $P_\gamma$ [23,31,36]. Let

\[
g_{\mu} = \sqrt{i} \sum_{\nu} O_{\nu\mu} S_{\nu\sigma} f_{\sigma}, \tag{17}
\]

where $f$ is a yet unspecified vector that becomes the gauge. In matrix notation this reads $g = \sqrt{i} O^T S f$. Using the properties of $O$ and $S$, such as $S S^T = S S^T = W$, one can see that the new equations of motion are

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \gamma_{\mu} = i \sum_{\nu} \omega_{\mu\nu} \gamma_{\nu} + i \sum_{\nu} \gamma_{\nu} W_{\mu\nu}(n_{\nu} - f_{\nu}) + \sqrt{i} \sum_{\nu} \gamma_{\nu} S_{\mu\nu} O_{\nu\sigma} \xi_{\sigma}, \tag{18a}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \Omega = \sqrt{i} \Omega \sum_{\nu} f_{\nu} O_{\nu\sigma} S_{\sigma\sigma} \xi_{\sigma} = \sqrt{i} \Omega f^T S \Omega \xi. \tag{18b}
\]

Using the following notation for the real and imaginary part of complex numbers: $z = z' + i z''$, we can now pick for instance $f_{\nu} = i n_{\nu}''$ to remove the imaginary part of the stochastic density $\eta$ from the nonlinear interaction term of Eq. (16), or $f_{\nu} = n_{\nu} - |n_{\nu}|$ to replace $\eta$ by its modulus. Both choices reduce the tendency of the nonlinear term in Eq. (16) to result in exponentially diverging trajectories [31].

In the following sections, we will make the choice

\[
f = i n'' \tag{19}
\]

for the drift gauge. This is a form that was found to be particularly useful for the dynamics of the contact-interacting gas in previous work, giving the best extensions of simulation time [37].

Most of the efficient numerical time-propagation schemes for stochastic differential equations require the use of the Stratonovich form. The necessary corrections to convert Eq. (18) from the Itô to the Stratonovich form are described in Appendix A.

B. Ensemble spread and characteristic variance

To use the diffusion gauge beneficially, we have to know how a given choice for the matrix $Q$ affects the noise induced spread of trajectories in the ensemble as time progresses. The trajectory spread determines the simulation time available. A characteristic variance $\mathcal{V}_1 = \frac{1}{2}(\text{var}[\ln|\Omega|] + \text{var}[\ln|\Omega'\beta|])$ was used for the single mode case in the past to obtain quite accurate estimates of the simulation time $t_{\text{sim}}$ [37]. The quantities $\Omega_{\gamma}$ appearing in $\mathcal{V}_1$ are the estimators that appear in Eq. (11) for expectation values of the one-point correlation function. They are fundamental to most quantities that one might want to calculate. The logarithm is used in anticipation of an exponential increase in noise variances throughout the simulation, as is observed in practice. The first task here, and a keystone of subsequent analysis, is to generalize this quantity for our purposes.

A many mode generalization of $\mathcal{V}_1$ is

\[
\mathcal{V} = \frac{1}{2M} \sum_{\mu} \text{var}[\ln|\Omega_{\mu}\gamma_{\mu}|]. \tag{20}
\]

The stochastic uncertainty of fields in all modes contributes to $\mathcal{V}$, hence this simple scalar quantity can signal when the simulation becomes too noisy to extract useful information via Eq. (11). Even if just the variance of $\gamma_{\mu}$ for a specific mode $\mu$ becomes too large, this will soon contaminate all the remaining modes through the linear coupling terms $\propto \omega$ in the equations of motion. Note that $\mathcal{V}$ does not have any physical interpretation, and indeed must not, since it should be gauge dependent.

For the “standard” drift gauge (19), the approximate time evolution of Eq. (20) is calculated from Eq. (18), in Appendix B. The calculation neglects the kinetic $\omega_{\mu\nu}$ part of the drift, as was done for the two-mode case in [37], expecting the predominant contribution to the increase of $\mathcal{V}$ to come from the noise terms and nonlinearities. The remaining terms conserve the expectation value of the local density $(n_{\mu}m)$, so that $\mathcal{V}(t)$ depends only on their initial values $n_{\mu}(0)$. The result is

\[
\mathcal{V}(t) = \mathcal{V}(0) + \frac{1}{2M} \left[ t \frac{1}{2} \text{Tr}[S O O O S O]\right. \\
+ t \text{Tr}[\text{Im}[S O O O S O]] N''_{\gamma} \\
\left. + M \text{Tr}[\text{Re}[S O O O O]] Q \right]. \tag{21a}
\]

\[
Q_{\mu\nu} = \frac{1}{2} \text{Re}[n_{\mu}(0)n_{\nu}^*(0)(\exp[t P_{\mu\nu}] - 1 - t P_{\mu\nu})/P_{\mu\nu}] \\
+ t [n_{\mu}(0)n_{\nu}^*(0)]. \tag{21b}
\]

\[
P_{\mu\nu} = [F S O O O S F]_{\mu\nu}. \tag{21c}
\]

This is central to most of the rest of the paper. A useful $2M \times 2M$ matrix is

\[
F = \left( \begin{array}{cc} I & I \\ I & I \end{array} \right). \tag{22}
\]
and \([ \cdots ]_{\mu \nu} \) denotes the component \( \mu \nu \) of the matrix product within square brackets. The auxiliary diagonal matrix \( \mathcal{N} \) is

\[
\mathcal{N} = \mathcal{N}' + i \mathcal{N}'' = \text{diag}(\mathcal{N}(0))
\]

and has the initial density on the diagonal.

The first term of Eq. (21a) is the contribution from noise placed directly into the amplitudes \( y \). The third term, involving \( Q \), arises from noise accumulated in the weight \( \Omega \). The remaining term, involving \( N' \), comes from an accumulation of noise in \( \Omega \) due to any initial fluctuations in \( n''(0) \) and is less important. For single-mode repulsive contact interactions we have \( W_{nn} = (g/dV)\delta_{nn} > 0 \), and thus Eq. (21a) reduces to the known results [37].

The variance Eq. (21) forms the essential basis for most other results of this article along with Eq. (33), and may additionally contain useful information for future work on stochastic gauges. The calculation is involved but indispensable to (i) determine simulation time limitations that help to assess whether the methods here are applicable to a given physical problem, (ii) assess whether gauges are expected to outperform the direct application of the (ungauged) positive-\( P \) method, (iii) operate diffusion gauges in analogy to the single-mode case, and (iv) possibly enable future work to fully harness the large number of gauge degrees of freedom available in the long-range interacting many-mode case.

C. Global diffusion gauge

To make use of Eq. (21) to choose a good gauge, we have to specify the form of the diffusion gauge matrix \( Q \). In the single-mode case [34,37] available simulation times for the gauge-\( P \) method can be substantially improved using \( Q = -\cosh(a)\sigma_3 - i \sinh(a)\sigma_1 \), where \( a \) is an adjustable real \textit{gauge parameter} and \( \sigma_i \) are the standard Pauli matrices. The underlying mechanism is a shift of the numerical noise from the amplitude of \( n = a^\dagger \) to its phase, which less directly leads to deleterious noise amplification. The simplest generalization to many modes is to use one global value of the parameter \( a \), giving the \textit{global diffusion gauge}

\[
Q = \begin{pmatrix}
\cosh a \mathbb{1} & -i \sinh a \mathbb{1} \\
 i \sinh a \mathbb{1} & \cosh a \mathbb{1}
\end{pmatrix} = \exp(g),
\]

\[
g = \begin{pmatrix}
0 & -ia \mathbb{1} \\
 ia \mathbb{1} & 0
\end{pmatrix}.
\]  

(24)

For a nonuniform system (in a trap, etc.), the obvious adaptation is to have a vector \( a \) of gauge parameters with spatially varying values \( a_n = a(x_n) \). Such a gauge could most easily be implemented piecewise if the length scale on which the density varies is larger than the characteristic length scale of the potential \( W \). Then each region would correspond to a block like Eq. (24), optimized using densities inside the block. A local gauge with arbitrarily varying \( a(x) \) seriously complicates analysis, because there is an interplay between the length scales of the density variation and of the interaction. We will comment on several such more involved choices for the gauge in Sec. VIII.

Returning to the global choice Eq. (24), the quantities appearing in Eq. (21) simplify and are

\[
Q = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & -i \sinh 2a \\
 i \sinh 2a & 1
\end{pmatrix},
\]

\[
P = 2e^{-2a} \begin{pmatrix}
U & U \\
U & U
\end{pmatrix}.
\]

(25)

1. Noise minimization and gauge choice

Assuming the form Eq. (24), an optimal parameter \( a \) can be found by minimizing \( \mathcal{V}(t_{\text{opt}}) \), where \( t_{\text{opt}} \) is the chosen target time, typically the longest time for which simulation results are required [37]. The analytical minimization of Eq. (21) is only tractable with several simplifications. We proceed in a similar fashion as was done in [37] for a single-mode case. We expand the variance Eq. (21) to second order in \( t \):

\[
\mathcal{V}(t) = \mathcal{V}(0) + \frac{1}{2} U_0 \cos(2a) + t e^{-2a} I_1 + \frac{t^2}{2} e^{-4a} I_2.
\]

\[
I_1 = \sum_{kk'} U_{kk'} n_k''(0)n_{k'}''(0) \approx \int dx dy \rho_0(x)\rho_0(y) U(x-y),
\]

\[
I_2 = \sum_{kk'} U_{kk'}^2 \text{Re}[n_k(0)n_{k'}(0)] \approx \int dx dy \rho_0(x)\rho_0(y) U(x-y)^2,
\]

(26)

where, for the continuum version of the integrals, we define the complex density \( \rho_0(x) = \rho_0^*(x) + i \rho_0^x(x) = n(x)/dV \). Here, we have also introduced a semipositive definite \textit{rectified interaction} matrix

\[
U = \sqrt{W} \sqrt{W}^\dagger
\]

(27)

that plays an important role and will often reappear later. In general, its diagonal elements \( U_{nn} = W_{nn} \) are not equal to those of \( W \) which are \( W_0 \), but they can be related, and are always positive real [83]. The potential Eq. (2) used for the examples in Sec. VI usually has all eigenvalues negative though not always, particularly if periodic boundary conditions occur.

It is instructive to consider the limit of contact interactions, defining their strength \( g \) via \( U_0 \to |g|/dV \). The integrals \( I_j \) in (26) then become

\[
I_1 \to MU_0 |n''(0)|^2 \approx |g|^2 |\rho_0|^2 V,  \\
\text{and } I_2 \to MU_0^2 |n(0)|^2 \approx g^2 |\rho_0|^2 dV/V.
\]

(28)

We see that the \( I_j \) are extensive quantities, growing with system size, whether measured by mode count \( M \) or volume \( V \).

We now wish to minimize \( \mathcal{V}(t_{\text{opt}}) \) at a given time \( t_{\text{opt}} \). Following [37], we obtain analytically tractable results in two limits: weight dominated,

\[
a_{\text{opt}} \approx \frac{1}{6} \ln \left( \frac{4 t_{\text{opt}} I_2}{U_0} \right),
\]

(29)

when the \( I_1 \) term is small, i.e., \( n_0 \) and \( t_{\text{opt}} \) are large and direct noise dominated,

\[
a_{\text{opt}} \approx \frac{1}{4} \ln \left( 1 + \frac{4I_1}{U_0} \right),
\]

(30)
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when the $I_2$ term is small, i.e., $n_0$ or $t_{\text{opt}}$ is small. Then we follow the same interpolation procedure that was successful in [37] to give an overall best estimate

$$a_{\text{approx}} = \frac{1}{6} \ln \left( \frac{4I_2 t_{\text{opt}}}{U_0} + \left[ 1 + \frac{4I_1}{U_0} \right]^{3/2} \right). \quad (31)$$

### 2. Adaptive diffusion gauge

Single mode work has shown that the performance can sometimes be improved further, by adapting the gauge parameter a in a time-dependent manner during the simulation, leading to an $a = a(t)$. In that case, one determines $a(t)$ at each time step according to Eq. (31) using $t_{\text{opt}} = t_{\text{fin}} - t$, where $t_{\text{fin}}$ is the desired final time of the simulation and the values $n_0(x)$ appearing in Eq. (31) are changed to the time-dependent $n(x,t)$. We then obtain

$$a_{\text{adaptive}} = \frac{1}{6} \ln \left( \frac{4I_2 [n(t)] (t_{\text{fin}} - t)}{U_0} + \left[ 1 + \frac{4I_1 [n(t)]}{U_0} \right]^{3/2} \right). \quad (32)$$

The Stratonovich correction Eq. (A1) becomes more involved when $a$ depends on the phase-space variables $\gamma_\mu$; details of the derivation are given in Appendix A 2.

### V. AVAILABLE SIMULATION TIMES

Before attempting to simulate physics with the methods presented here, the crucial question is whether one expects the physical effects of interest to take place prior to the time $t_{\text{sim}}$ when the noise level overwhelms the simulation. As in earlier work [37], we define this moment via $\mathcal{V}(t_{\text{sim}}) = 10$. Based on the optimized gauges from the previous section, we will determine $t_{\text{sim}}$ for the gauge-$P$ method in this section.

Gauges do not always offer an advantage over the technically much simpler plain positive-$P$ method. In some other cases the use of diffusion gauges without drift gauge is preferable. To allow an a priori assessment, we will also derive $t_{\text{sim}}$ for those methods. This requires a rederivation of the characteristic variance for those cases, similar to Sec. IV B, which is presented in the following.

### A. Positive-$P$ and diffusion gauged characteristic variance

Let us consider the case without drift gauges ($g = f = 0$), which includes the plain positive-$P$ representation as a special case ($\mathcal{Q} = I$), and will also be useful in Sec. VII B 1. The approximate time evolution of $\mathcal{V}$ is calculated similarly to Eq. (21) from Eq. (16), taking $\Omega = 1$ and $f = 0$. Details can be found in Appendix C. We obtain

$$\mathcal{V}^{(P)}(t) = \mathcal{V}(0) + \frac{1}{2M} \left\{ \frac{t}{2} \text{Tr}[S \mathcal{Q} O^{-1}] + \text{Tr}[W \mathcal{Q} W] \right\} + t^2 \text{Tr}[W C^{(0)} W]$$

$$- \frac{t^2}{2} \text{Tr}[WN'FW] - \text{Im}(S \mathcal{Q} O^{-1} N^+ F W) - 2t \text{Tr}[W C^{(0)}] \right\} \quad (33a)$$

$$\mathcal{Q}_{\mu\nu} = \text{Re} \left[ \alpha_n(0) \beta_n(0) \exp[t P_{\mu\nu}] - 1 - t P_{\mu\nu} - \frac{t^2}{2} P_{\mu\nu}^2 \right] \bigg/ P_{\mu\nu}^2 \bigg). \quad (33b)$$

In the above very general case, two initial state covariances appear,

$$C^{(0)}_{\mu\nu} = \text{covar}[n''_{\mu}(0), n''_{\nu}(0)], \quad \text{and} \quad \mathcal{C}^{(0)}_{\mu\nu} = \text{covar}[n''_{\mu}(0), \text{ln}[\gamma_\nu(0)]] , \quad (34)$$

which are, however, zero in most cases.

The first term of Eq. (33a) is again the direct noise contribution placed into the amplitudes $\gamma$. The next term involving $\mathcal{Q}$ is the main noise amplification, due to the nonlinearity working on the direct noise. The term involving $N'$ is a cross correlation between these, while the remaining terms are due to amplification of any initial fluctuations in $n''(0)$.

For the case of plain positive-$P$ with $\mathcal{Q} = I$, Eq. (33) reduces to the following:

$$\mathcal{V}^{(P)}(t) = \mathcal{V}(0) + \frac{1}{2M} \left\{ \frac{t}{2} \text{Tr}[U] - 2 \text{Tr}[W N' W] + 2t^2 \text{Tr}[W C^{(0)} W] - 2t \text{Tr}[W C^{(0)}] \right\}$$

$$+ \sum_{mkk'} W_{mk} \text{Re} \left[ \frac{n_k(0)n_k^*(0)}{2} e^{2U_{kk'} t} - 1 - 2U_{kk'} t - (2U_{kk'} t)^2 \right] W_{km}/U_{kk'} \bigg\}. \quad (35)$$

We have used $M \times M$ matrices here.

The initial covariances in (35) are

$$C^{(0)}_{kk} = \text{covar}[n''_k(0), n''_k(0)], \quad \text{and} \quad \mathcal{C}^{(0)}_{kk} = \text{covar}[n''_k(0), \text{ln}[\alpha_k(0)] \bigg\]. \quad (36)$$

The known single-mode results [32,37] for repulsive interaction are recovered from Eq. (35) with the replacement $M = 1$, $W = (g/dV)\delta_{nm} > 0$, and $\text{var}[n''(0)] = 0$ [84].
B. Useful simulation time (positive P)

As has been justified in detail in [32], a characteristic variance of \( V \approx 10 \) sets the ultimate limit of usefulness in practice. It gives the variance of the logarithm of a typical observable estimator, and exponentials of Gaussian random variables acquire intractably long distribution tails once this variance reaches a value of \( \mathcal{O}(10) \). The observable estimators are largely of such a form.

Analytical results are only easily obtainable with several simplifications. We proceed in a similar fashion as was done in [32] for a single-mode case. First, we assume deterministic initial conditions so that the initial covariances \( C^{(0)} \) and \( \bar{C}^{(0)} \) can be neglected. Then, we expand the variance Eq. (35) to third order in \( t \). Unlike for (26), here this is the first order that includes the important noise amplification contribution:

\[
\mathcal{V}^{(P)}(t) \sim \sim \frac{1}{2} t U_0 - \frac{1}{2} t^2 I_1^{(P)} + \frac{1}{3} t^3 I_2^{(P)},
\]

\[
I_1^{(P)} = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{kk'} U_{kk'} \rho_0^2 \approx \frac{1}{V} \int d\mathbf{x} d\mathbf{y} \rho_0(\mathbf{x}) W(\mathbf{x} - \mathbf{y}),
\]

\[
I_2^{(P)} = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{kk'} U_{kk'} W_{kk'} - W_{kk'} \Re[n_2(0)n_2^*(0)] \approx \frac{1}{V} \int d\mathbf{x} d\mathbf{y} d\mathbf{z} \rho_0(\mathbf{x}) \rho_0^*(\mathbf{z})
\]

\[
\times U(\mathbf{x} - \mathbf{y}) W(\mathbf{x} - \mathbf{z}) W(\mathbf{y} - \mathbf{z}).
\]

The rectified interaction \( U \) and its diagonal value \( U_{jj} \) again appear.

To get an idea of the order of magnitude of these quantities, note that in the limit of contact interactions (as before, strength \( g, U_0 \rightarrow |g|/dV \), and density \( \rho_0 \)) we have

\[
I_1^{(P)} \rightarrow W_0^2 n(0) \sim \frac{8 \rho_0^2}{dV},
\]

and

\[
I_2^{(P)} \rightarrow U_0 W_0^2 |n(0)|^2 \sim \frac{|g|^2 |\rho_0|^2}{dV}.
\]

The integrals \( I_j \) are thus intensive quantities, independent of system volume, unlike those encountered in the corresponding gauge-P derivation (26). However, they are dependent on the numerical lattice spacing \( dV \), growing as lattice spacing drops. This is a manifestation of the known feature that simulation time improves as the lattice becomes more coarse.

Consider now the useful case of coherent state (nontangled) initial conditions, with \( n'(0) = 0 \) and no starting variance \( \mathcal{V}(0) = 0 \). We seek to determine when \( \mathcal{V}^{(P)} = 10 \) is reached.

The most important regime is when the last term in Eq. (37), that comes from noise amplification, dominates the variance. By using the estimates Eq. (38) to make analogy with the contact-interacting case we can get some bearings. This regime is seen to occur when

\[
t | g | \rho_0 \gtrsim \mathcal{O}(1), \quad \text{i.e.,} \quad t \gtrsim \frac{1}{|\mu|},
\]

for chemical potentials \( \mu \approx g \rho_0 \) that are typical for the superfluid regime of ultracold gases. So, requiring \( \mathcal{V}^{(P)} = 10 \) in this regime, one readily obtains

\[
t_{\text{sim}} \approx \frac{3}{I_2^{(P)}} \gtrsim 3 V^{1/3} \left[ \int d\mathbf{x} d\mathbf{y} d\mathbf{z} \rho_0(\mathbf{x}) \rho_0^*(\mathbf{y}) \right.
\]

\[
\times U(\mathbf{x} - \mathbf{y}) W(\mathbf{x} - \mathbf{z}) W(\mathbf{y} - \mathbf{z}) \left]^{1/3} \right.. \quad (40)
\]

This is a remarkably simple expression. It is roughly independent of the system size, and reduces to the known single-mode result \( t_{\sim} \approx 2.5 dV^{1/3}/(|g| \rho_0^{5/3}) \) in that limit [32].

The opposite regime of short times or small chemical potential has even still dominated by the direct noise. Then the first term in Eq. (37) dominates and we have

\[
t_{\text{sim}} \approx \frac{20}{U_0} \quad (41)
\]

The situation with dominant \( I_1^{(P)} \) term does not cover a significant range of parameters.

C. Useful simulation time (gauge P)

With an optimal gauge chosen as discussed in Sec. IV, we can proceed to further estimate the useful simulation time \( t_{\text{sim}} \) for the gauge-P representation. We follow the same approach as in Sec. VB and [37]. We take again coherent state initial conditions \( n''(0) = 0 \), and \( \mathcal{V}(0) = 0 \). Then, \( I_1 \) from Eq. (26) vanishes, and we substitute the optimal gauges in the two regimes (29) and (30) into Eq. (26) and impose the condition \( \mathcal{V}(t_{\text{sim}}) = 10 \).

In the weight-dominated regime, which applies for large systems or not-too-small densities, one obtains the important result that

\[
t_{\text{sim}} \approx \frac{8}{V} \left( \frac{U_0}{\sqrt{I_2}} \right) \quad (42)
\]

(assuming also \( \cosh 2\alpha \approx e^{2\alpha}/2 \)). This reduces to the results for the single-mode contact interacting case. In particular, for \( M \) contact-interacting modes,

\[
t_{\text{sim}} \approx \frac{8 \sqrt{dV}}{8 \sqrt{\rho_0} \times \left( \frac{M}{M^{1/4}} \right)} \quad (43)
\]

In the direct-noise dominated regime that is relevant for short times or small occupations,

\[
t_{\text{sim}} \approx \frac{20}{U_0} \quad (44)
\]

which roughly applies when it is shorter than Eq. (42), i.e., for \( I_2 \lesssim U_0^2/40 \). Notably, it is the same as Eq. (41) for positive \( P \). This criterion is usually only met for very small occupations \( n_0 \).

VI. EXAMPLE SIMULATIONS

We now proceed to demonstrate the utility of these methods with some exemplary applications. The physical models to which we will apply the method have been presented in Sec. II. For both examples, we consider for simplicity a one-dimensional (1D) system with periodic boundary conditions.
FIG. 1. (a) Dephasing of intersite coherence after a sudden interaction quench in the extended Bose-Hubbard model, using the gauge-$P$ method: $J = 0$ (solid black), $J = 2$ (dashed red), $J = 5$ (dashed black), $J = 10$ (dashed magenta). All lines terminate at those times where simulations become intractable. (x) Comparison with the analytical result for $J = 0$. (b) The on-site mean field $\langle a \rangle$ for $J = 0$ from gauge-$P$ is shown as solid black line, dotted lines indicating the sampling error. For comparison the blue line shows a corresponding positive-$P$ simulation. Both use $10^5$ trajectories. (c) Characteristic variance $V$ directly from the $J = 0$ simulation, gauge $P$ for a fixed $a = 0.76$ (solid black), gauge $P$ with adaptive diffusion gauge as in Eq. (31) (dotted black), positive $P$ (blue). The corresponding analytical expression Eq. (21) (dashed red) and Eq. (35) (dashed green) give the exact variance since they are based on the complete Hamiltonian for this example. Note the different time axis from (b).

A. Extended Bose-Hubbard model

As promised in Sec. II A, we first consider long-range interactions that are suddenly switched on (interaction quench) in an extended Bose-Hubbard model. This is realistic for engineered interactions in cold atom systems, e.g., with Rydberg dressing. For an initial coherent state, interactions will dephase the different Fock-state components, and coherence between neighboring sites will be lost. At much longer time scales, the coherence may revive due to the limited number of relevant frequencies involved. Such collapse-and-revival sequences are well understood in the case of local interactions [85,86].

Since the expression for the characteristic variance (21) was derived for $\omega_{\text{sim}} = 0$, we shall consider $J = 0$ first. We later demonstrate that for small nonzero $J$ the tools derived from (21) still offer useful guidance. For $J = 0$, a state $|n\rangle = |n_1,n_2,n_3,\ldots\rangle$ with exactly $n_i$ bosons on site $i$ is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian and the time evolution can be found analytically. Let us consider the case where the initial quantum state is a uniform coherent state on each site such as for a Bose-Einstein condensed gas $|\Psi(t = 0)\rangle = |\phi,\phi,\ldots,\phi\rangle$, where $\phi \in \mathbb{C}$ is the BEC order parameter and $|\phi\rangle = \exp\left(-\sqrt{2}\phi|\phi\rangle/\sqrt{\sum_n |\phi, n\rangle}\right)$. Thus $|\Psi(t = 0)\rangle = \sum_n |C_n|n\rangle$, with $C_n = \exp\left(-|\phi| / 2\right)$ $|\phi, \Sigma_n / \sqrt{\sum_n}|$. The state approximates the true state of a BEC in a lattice deeply in the superfluid regime. For our demonstration we compare gauge-$P$ simulations for $J = 0$ with the analytical results and then consider various values of $J$ in gauge $P$ only.

In Fig. 1 we show the evolution of the intersite coherence, $g^{(1)}(\Delta n) = \sum_n |\langle a_n a_{n+\Delta n} \rangle|/\sqrt{\langle a_n a_{n+\Delta n} \rangle}$, the on-site mean field $\langle a_n \rangle$, and the characteristic variance $V$ for an interaction quench on $M = 6$ sites spread on a periodic 1D interval of length $L = 2$. The potential Eq. (2) is described by $C_0 = -32$, $\epsilon = 1$, $a = 2$, $b = 3$ and the initial state is $|\phi\rangle^2 = \rho dV = 1.2$. $J$ is varied over $J = 0.2, 0.5, 10$.

To know in advance up to which times we can simulate, we determine $I_2$ from Eq. (26) using the potential Eq. (2) [87]. Due to the small number of modes in this example, replacing the integral in $I_2$ by the corresponding discrete sum is more accurate, yielding $t < t_{\text{sim}} = 0.14$ using Eq. (42). A comparison with Fig. 1(b) shows that this indeed describes the available time for the observable $\langle a_n \rangle$ quite well, for which the stochastic average is structurally similar to the characteristic variance (20) underlying the estimate for $t_{\text{sim}}$. In contrast, the sampling of the intersite coherence $g^{(1)}$ becomes intractable some time before $t_{\text{sim}}$, around the maximal time shown in panel (a). This is common for higher order quantities. Being interested in $g^{(1)}$, we thus have chosen $t_{\text{sim}} = 0.05$ in the formula Eq. (31), which then gives $a = 0.7$.

Finally, panel (c) numerically verifies Eq. (21). It also shows that for the present model with conserved mean occupation of all the sites, the adaptive diffusion gauge $a(t,n)$ yields no significant improvement of the variance compared to a fixed gauge $a$. The probable reason is the constant mean mode occupation for this example. We expect that there exist cases with time-varying occupation where the adaptive gauge outperforms the fixed one.

Using the ungauged positive-$P$ method we can only get results for a much shorter time as shown in Fig. 1(b). The estimate Eq. (40) $t \lesssim 0.07$ is of the right magnitude, but a little high.

B. Coulomb blockade

We now consider the excitation of atoms within a homogeneous 1D BEC to long-range interacting Rydberg states, as was outlined in Sec. II B. Establishing an interaction blockade within the excited state fraction will correspond to nontrivial correlation function dynamics. To see this within the accessible time interval up to $t_{\text{sim}}$, let us consider an echo sequence as used in [57,88–90]: Atoms are excited from the ground to the Rydberg state with a Rabi frequency $\kappa$ during a time interval $\tau/2$, then de-excited again using $\kappa \rightarrow -\kappa$ for a time $\tau/2$. This yields an additional time scale $\kappa$ which can be chosen such that it is short enough, it can fit within $t_{\text{sim}}$. During this time, we are then interested in the time evolution of the Rydberg-Rydberg correlation function

$$g^{(2)}(r) = \frac{\langle \Psi^\dagger_r(x) \Psi^\dagger_r(x+r) \Psi_r(x+r) \Psi_r(x) \rangle}{\rho_r(x) \rho_r(x+r)},$$

with $\rho_r(x) = \langle \Psi^\dagger_r(x) \Psi_r(x) \rangle$. Due to our homogeneous initial conditions, we can additionally average the expression (45)
over \(x\). The evolution equations are Eq. (18) with the drift
gauge Eq. (19) and global diffusion gauge Eq. (24), adapted
for two fields and the coupling \(\kappa\) in Eq. (4). Namely,
\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \gamma_{e,\mu} = i \sum_v a_{\mu v} \gamma_{e,v} + \frac{i}{2} \gamma_{g,\mu} + i \sum_v \gamma_{e,\mu} W_{\mu v} \gamma_{e,v} + \sqrt{\alpha} \sum_{v,\sigma} \gamma_{e,\mu} S_{\mu v} O_{\nu \sigma} \xi_{\nu \sigma},
\]
(46a)
\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \gamma_{g,\mu} = i \sum_v a_{\mu v} \gamma_{g,v} + \frac{i}{2} \gamma_{g,\mu},
\]
(46b)
\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \Omega = i \sqrt{\Omega} \sum_{\nu,\sigma} \gamma_{e,\mu} W_{\sigma v,\nu} S_{\sigma,\nu} \xi_{\nu},
\]
(46c)
with \(\hbar = m = 1\) and kinetic motion, if present, given by
\(\omega = \frac{1}{\sqrt{m}} V^2\). The sign \(\mp\) refers to \(-\) for \(\alpha\) and \(+\) for \(\beta\)
variables.

It would also be interesting to follow the entire development
of the blockade dip for larger times, and many-body Rabi
oscillations in the saturated regime. However, we found the
time scale for development of a complete blockade out of
reach for all physical and gauge parameters tested here.

1. Echo sequence

Without interactions, after completing the echo sequence at
time \(t\), all the atoms would have returned to the ground state.
With interactions, in contrast, the induced dephasing makes
this reversal incomplete. We model this scenario with parame-
ters \(\tau = 0.18, \kappa = 3, C_0 = -5.96 \times 10^4, \epsilon = 12.5\) and initially
\(N = 500\) atoms in state \(|g\rangle\) between \(x = -L\) and \(x = L\)
for \(L = 50\). These parameters are chosen for demonstration,

![FIG. 2. Rydberg excitation echo sequence as described in the text. (a) Excited state population \(N_e\): gauge \(P\) with adaptive gauge (solid black), mean-field (dotted black), deviating only at the latest times, \(\omega\)-expansion (dashed red). (b) Rydberg-Rydberg correlation function at the origin \(g^{(2)}(0,t)\), lines as in (a). (c) Characteristic variance \(V\), adaptive gauge Eq. (31) (solid black), fixed gauge \(a = 0.55\) (dashed red), positive-\(P\) method (solid magenta). (d) Spatial correlations \(g^{(2)}(\Delta x,t)\) at \(t = 0.08\) and (e) \(t = 0.12\), lines as in (a), additionally, gauge \(P\) with
atomic motion (solid blue), i.e., \(\omega = \frac{1}{\sqrt{m}} V^2\). (f) Interaction potential Eq. (2).](image-url)
differences do not come as a complete surprise, since our calculations neglect the strong time dependence of \( n_z \).

While the frozen Rydberg gas dynamics presented so far can be alternatively calculated using exact diagonalization, the quantum mechanical inclusion of motion typically renders that approach intractable, and would require the use of classical or quantum-classical methods [59–65,95–97]. Motion however poses no additional challenge to the gauge-\( P \) method, which we now illustrate by dropping the frozen gas approximation and considering atomic motion as outlined in Sec. II B, with the full Eq. (46). Simulated echo sequences including motion are reported in [23]. Denoting the noise term for \( d\alpha_n/dt \) in Eq. (13) can then be written as an inverse DFT,

\[
-\frac{i}{V} dV \sum_{\tilde{n}m} \tilde{W}_{\tilde{n}m} e^{i\mathbf{k}_\alpha \cdot \mathbf{x}_m},
\]

(48)

where \( V = MdV \) is the total volume, tildes will indicate \( \tilde{\mathbf{k}} \) space, and

\[
\tilde{n}_{\tilde{p}}(t) = dV \sum_p \alpha_{\tilde{p}}(t) \beta_{\tilde{p}}(t) e^{-i\mathbf{k}_\alpha \cdot \mathbf{x}_{\tilde{p}}}
\]

(49)

is the DFT of the density \( n_{\tilde{p}}(t) = \alpha_{\tilde{p}}(t) \beta_{\tilde{p}}(t) \) for a given trajectory at a given time. This way, we can see that the deterministic evolution can be carried out by storing the interaction vector \( \tilde{W}_{\tilde{n}m} \) of just size \( M \) from the beginning of a simulation, and by carrying out two DFTs per trajectory and time step to obtain \( \tilde{n} \). This has only \( M \log M \) computational cost with “fast Fourier transform” methods.

Remarkably, the noise terms can be dealt with in a related, though more involved, way that follows an approach reported in [23]. Denoting the noise term for \( d\alpha_n/dt \) as \( X_n = \sqrt{-i} \alpha_n \sum_p [\sqrt{W_{\tilde{n}m}} \tilde{e}_p(t)](i) \), the diffusion condition Eq. (12) requires simply that

\[
\tilde{X}_n X_m = -i W_{nm} \alpha_n \alpha_m
\]

(50)

(equal times will be assumed in this section). Then, if we rewrite the noise \( X_n \) in terms of new scaled and Fourier-transformed noise quantities \( \tilde{Y} \) as

\[
X_n = \sqrt{-i} \alpha_n \frac{1}{V} \sum_{\tilde{p}} \tilde{Y}_{\tilde{p}} e^{i\mathbf{k}_\alpha \cdot \mathbf{x}_{\tilde{p}}},
\]

(51)

it can be shown by simple substitution that the condition

\[
\tilde{Y}_{\tilde{p}} \tilde{Y}_{\tilde{q}} = V \tilde{W}_{\tilde{p}} \delta_{\tilde{p},-\tilde{q}}
\]

(52)

on the new noises is sufficient to satisfy the required diffusion condition Eq. (50). If we can construct a noise field \( \tilde{\chi}_{\tilde{p}} \) with the somewhat atypical correlation properties

\[
\tilde{\chi}_{\tilde{p}} \tilde{\chi}_{\tilde{q}} = \delta_{\tilde{p},-\tilde{q}},
\]

(53)

then the choice \( \tilde{Y}_{\tilde{p}} = \tilde{\chi}_{\tilde{p}} \sqrt{V \tilde{W}_{\tilde{p}}} \) will satisfy all that is required. Such a noise can indeed be constructed, as is described in Appendix D.

With it, the noise term Eq. (51) can be written as an appropriate inverse DFT:

\[
X_n = \sqrt{-i} \alpha_n \sum_{\tilde{p}} \tilde{\chi}_{\tilde{p}}(t) \sqrt{\tilde{W}_{\tilde{p}}} e^{i\mathbf{k}_\alpha \cdot \mathbf{x}_{\tilde{p}}}
\]

(54)

This is also implementable with computational cost \( M \log M \) per time step. The linear term \( \sum_{\alpha} \alpha_{\alpha \tilde{m}} \alpha_m \) does not usually constitute an efficiency problem, so we leave it as is. Applying the above, using independent noise fields \( \chi^{(1)} \) and \( \chi^{(2)} \), the final
more efficient equations in the positive-$P$ representation are

$$\begin{align*}
\frac{da_n}{dt} &= -i \sum_m \omega_{nm} a_m - i a_n \frac{1}{dV} \times \sum_m \left[ \frac{W_m \tilde{n}_m}{V} - \frac{i dV}{M} \chi_m^{(1)}(t) \sqrt{W_m} \right] e^{i k_n \cdot x_n}, \\
\frac{db_n}{dt} &= i \sum_m \omega_{nm} b_m - i b_n \frac{1}{dV} \times \sum_m \left[ \frac{W_m \tilde{n}_m}{V} - \frac{i dV}{M} \chi_m^{(2)}(t) \sqrt{W_m} \right] e^{i k_n \cdot x_n}. 
\end{align*}$$

(55a)

$$\begin{align*}
\frac{d\beta_n}{dt} &= \sum_m \left[ \frac{W_m \tilde{n}_m}{V} - \frac{i dV}{M} \chi_m^{(1)}(t) \sqrt{W_m} \right] e^{i k_n \cdot x_n}, \\
\frac{d\tilde{\beta}_n}{dt} &= \sum_m \left[ \frac{W_m \tilde{n}_m}{V} - \frac{i dV}{M} \chi_m^{(2)}(t) \sqrt{W_m} \right] e^{i k_n \cdot x_n}. 
\end{align*}$$

(55b)

B. Drift gauges and system size

Looking at the simulation time estimate for the gauge-$P$ distribution in the contact-interacting case Eq. (43), one sees that after intensive quantities like $g$ and $\rho$ have been factored out, a disadvantageous reduction with the system size $M$ remains. This is a feature that has been also noted previously. It arises because the single weight variable collects noise from the entire system [37], while the limit $V \lesssim 10$ remains unforgiving as system size grows. In contrast, positive-$P$ or only diffusion gauged calculations do not show this behavior. For this reason, though they are consistently less advantageous for single modes, they may be better when the system size becomes large.

1. Diffusion gauge only

To address these issues, we first evaluate how a global diffusion gauge Eq. (24) performs in long-range interacting systems without any drift gauges. We proceed the same way as in Secs. IV C 1 and VC and [37]. The variance Eq. (33) becomes large. For single modes, they may be better when the system size grows larger. In contrast, positive-$P$ or drift gauges perform in long-range interacting systems without any drift gauges. We proceed the same way as in Secs. IV C 1 and VC and [37]. The variance Eq. (33) becomes large. For single modes, they may be better when the system size grows larger.

The simulation time, requiring $\mathcal{V}(t_{\text{sim}}) = 10$, can be found in the usual two regimes: The noise amplification dominated regime, when $n$ and $t_{\text{sim}}$ are large enough, has

$$t_{\text{sim}} \approx \mathcal{O}(4) \left[ \frac{U_0 I_2^{(P)}}{I_0} \right]^{1/4}. \quad (58)$$

This is a different and more advantageous scaling as compared to the plain positive-$P$ Eq. (40). The diffusion gauged value of $t_{\text{sim}}$ is longer when

$$I_2^{(P)} \gtrsim 0.03 U_0^3. \quad (59)$$

Notably, $I_2^{(P)}$ is an integral involving third powers of the potential, so Eq. (59) is primarily a condition on the density, requiring it to be sufficiently high. Substituting the estimates Eq. (38), one has $n_0 \gtrsim 0.2$ for the lattice occupations. This result does not depend on system size. The direct-noise dominated regime has the same estimate Eq. (41) as in the other cases.

2. Diffusion gauges vs drift gauges

With the different $t_{\text{sim}}$ of drift and diffusion-only gauged calculations, a pertinent question is when should the drift gauge be added to the diffusion gauge? Comparing Eqs. (42) and (58), diffusion only calculations last longer when

$$I_2^{(P)} \lesssim \frac{U_0^2}{16} I_2. \quad (60)$$

For contact interactions in a uniform system when substituting Eqs. (28) and (38) this reduces to the surprisingly simple expression

$$M \gtrsim 16. \quad (61)$$

For long-range interactions, condition Eq. (60) should be used instead of Eq. (61). Also there it is clear, however, that for large enough systems, say $M \gg 100$, the diffusion gauge only approach will be better.

The simulations of Sec. VIB were an example of a sufficiently large system, with $M = 64$, $I_2^{(P)} \approx 2500$, $U_0 = 15.624$, and $I_2 \approx 1500$, where drift gauges cease to offer a huge advantage.

VIII. GENERAL MANY-MODE DIFFUSION GAUGES

We have seen so far, that the global gauge ansatz (24) can already provide significant advantages as well as technical challenges in the implementation. However, it only exploits a small fraction of the degrees of freedom for the many-body case that are inherent in the full $2M \times 2M$ matrix $Q$. In this section we present our initial explorations of nonlocal many-mode gauges. These are intended as starting point for future research, beyond the scope of this article.

For many-mode problems with contact potentials $W = W_{01}$ as considered in previous work, a local diffusion gauge

$$Q = \left( \begin{array}{cc}
& \text{diag}(\cosh a_n) \\
\text{diag}(\sinh a_n) & \end{array} \right) \left( \begin{array}{cc}
diag(\cosh a_n) \\
diag(\sinh a_n) & \end{array} \right)$$

(62)

is a feasible choice that already goes beyond (24). Since $Q$ and $S$ in Eq. (18b) commute in this case, each gauge parameter $\alpha_m$ can be individually associated with the mode $m$. For sufficiently small internmode coupling, one can then use an optimized gauge $\alpha_m(t)$ based on single-mode results that depend on the stochastic occupation $n_m$ of this particular mode $m$. Often this gives good results [23]. However, for a nonlocal potential $W$, the matrices $Q$ and $S$ no longer commute and hence the $\alpha_n$ would have to be viewed as a gauge parameter of the noise source $\xi_n$. In that case, it is not clear to what degree a naive application of single-mode results
is still possible. In the remainder of this section we describe two approaches aimed at harnessing more of the gauge freedom of $\mathcal{O}$: an analytical one and a numerical one.

### A. Analytical nonlocal diffusion gauges

Finding the matrix $\mathcal{O}$ which globally minimizes the variance for a given interaction potential and simulation time is a difficult task, analytically and numerically. Here, we investigate the ansatz

$$\mathcal{O} = \begin{pmatrix} \cosh A & -i \sinh A \\ i \sinh A & \cosh A \end{pmatrix},$$

(63)

where the hyperbolic functions are defined in terms of matrix exponentials, and $A$ is a symmetric $M \times M$ matrix. The matrix $\mathcal{O}$ is orthogonal for all choices of $A$ and reduces to (24) for $A = a I$, with scalar $a$.

Now let us consider the subset of nonlocal interactions for which $W = U$, i.e., $\sqrt{W} = \sqrt{\mathcal{W}} = \text{Re}(\sqrt{\mathcal{W}})$. We take $\mathcal{A}$ real and the starting densities deterministic: $n(0) = n(0)$. Then, inserting $\mathcal{O}$ into the variance expression Eq. (21) and simplifying, we obtain the following for short times:

$$\mathcal{V} = \frac{t}{2M} \text{Tr}[\mathcal{W} \cosh(2\mathcal{A})] + t n''T(0) \sqrt{\mathcal{W}} e^{-2\mathcal{A}} \sqrt{\mathcal{W}} n''(0)$$

$$+ \frac{t^2}{2} \text{Tr}[\sqrt{\mathcal{W}} e^{-2\mathcal{A}} \sqrt{\mathcal{W}}' e^{-2\mathcal{A}} \sqrt{\mathcal{W}}' N']$$

$$+ (N' \rightarrow N'').$$

(64)

We used the matrices

$$N' = \text{diag}[n'(0)], \quad N'' = \text{diag}[n''(0)].$$

(65)

A minimum of the scalar quantity $\mathcal{V}$ in the space of matrices $A$ is given by the solution of $\partial \mathcal{V} / \partial A_{ij} = 0$.

As described in more detail in Appendix E, if $n$ is homogeneous and real, we can obtain the matrix equation

$$W = W \exp(-4A) + 4M t [\sqrt{\mathcal{W}} N' N' \sqrt{\mathcal{W}}] \exp(-6A).$$

(66)

Equation (66) has the same structure as the single mode version in [37]. Hence, following [37], we can solve this equation separately for cases where the $\exp(-4A)$ term or $\exp(-6A)$ term on the right hand side is dominant, and then suggest a simple interpolation equation:

$$A = \frac{1}{6} \ln\{4M t_{\text{opt}} \sqrt{\mathcal{W}}^{-1} N' N' \sqrt{\mathcal{W}} + 1\},$$

(67)

where $\ln$ denotes a matrix logarithm. We present Eq. (67) for completeness, as for the cases explored, it did not prove more useful than the much simpler adaptive global gauge of Sec. IV C.

We defer an initial test of the performance of (67) to the next section.

### B. Numerical nonlocal diffusion gauges

Another route by which nonlocal diffusion gauges might offer an advantage over local adaptive ones is the numerical minimization of Eq. (21) with respect to an arbitrary orthogonal matrix $O$ for given initial mode occupations $n_{\mu}(0)$, $t$ and $W$. We carried out such a minimization for the same potential as in Sec. VI B 1 with spatial atom-density $n(x) = n \exp[-x^2/2\sigma^2]$, $\sigma = 20$, $n = 0.5$, and $t_{\text{opt}} = 0.15$. A small number of modes $M = 16$ covering the range $x \in [-L, L]$ with $L = 50$ allowed reasonably fast optimization. In practice the degree of freedom for the conjugate gradient optimization routine [99] was a real, antisymmetric matrix $g$ such that $\mathcal{O} = \exp(g)$ as in Eq. (24).

We employed a variety of different initial conditions: (i) local global gauge (24) with $a$ guessed, (ii) nonlocal gauge (63) with $A_{dd} = \text{const}$, (iii) $\mathcal{O} = \exp(g)$ with random $g_{ii}$, (iv) $g = 0$, (v) the analytical solution Eq. (67). For comparison with local diffusion gauges Eq. (62), we extracted from the optimized $\mathcal{O}$ a local diffusion gauge parameter $a(x_{\mu}) = \sinh^{-1}[\text{Im}(\mathcal{O}_{M+\mu,\mu})]$ for $1 \leq \mu \leq M$, as well as the nonlocal shape $a(r_{\mu}) = \sinh^{-1}[\text{Im}(\mathcal{O}_{M,\mu})]$, both shown in Fig. 3 for the initial condition (i). For comparison, a pure local diffusion form Eq. (62) would contain nonzero elements only exactly on the dominant diagonal features described by $g(x)$ as seen in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), while the magenta line for $g(r)$ in Fig. 3(a) would only have the one nonzero element at $r = 0$.

All initial conditions led to quite similar results as shown, with a significant spatial dependence of the gauge parameter $a(x)$ due to the inhomogeneous density $n(x)$, and small nonlocal tails visible in $a(r)$. The overall decrease in variance...
of Eq. (21) compared to a local diffusion gauge was by a factor of 2.3 in the case shown, with weak nonlocality. We also used the numerical optimization scheme to confirm that (67) is indeed an optimal choice if \( n(x) \) is uniform and times are short. Even for the inhomogeneous test case described above it already outperforms the global gauge by a factor of 2.1, close to the performance of the completely optimized result. The expression (67) also roughly captures the off-diagonal shape of gauge parameters found by the numerical optimization in those cases.

From this reduction of the characteristic variance \( \mathcal{V} \), one can make one important general conclusion—that there is indeed some potential for gains from a nonlocal optimization of the gauge. Since we just skimmed the surface of gauges more general than Eq. (24), this indicates an extensive future route for possible improvement in our simulation methods, beyond the scope of the present article.

### IX. SUMMARY

We have provided the necessary apparatus for carrying out stochastic positive-\( P \) and gauge-\( P \) simulations for systems of long-range interacting bosons. Our focus has been on directions relevant for ultracold gases such as Rydberg and dipolar atoms, as this is presently a burgeoning field of experimental and theoretical investigation. A summary of our main analytical results is given in Table I for easy reference.

Our most important results are the dynamical equations with a long-range potential, the estimates for the available simulation times \( t_{\text{sim}} \), and simple formulas for optimal diffusion gauge parameters \( \alpha_{\text{opt}} \). The simulation times reveal whether a particular problem is amenable to calculation using this method, while the gauge formulas give a straightforward means of improving simulation times beyond those directly available from the positive-\( P \) method. The underlying general expressions for the noise evolution (the characteristic variances \( \mathcal{V} \)) constitute a good starting point for future investigations, including the development of truly nonlocal diffusion gauges. The results of Sec. VIII B confirm that nonlocal gauges can offer advantages in principle.

Comparing with the previously known results for contact interactions, we can make several statements: stochastic gauges continue to improve simulation times. For this we use a global gauge that is optimized with the help of nonlocal integrals such as \( I_2 \) and \( I_2^{(P)} \). The resulting expressions for the optimal gauge, simulation time, and characteristic variance that we have derived bear structural similarity to the contact interacting case, and reduce to them in the appropriate limit. For large systems with long-range interaction, special care must be taken to avoid a quadratic scaling with system size and memory problems, but remarkably, this can be achieved using Fourier transformed interactions and noise fields. This technique makes simulations with, say, \( M = 10^5\text{–}10^6 \) possible, which would otherwise be well out of reach.

Furthermore, we have confirmed here a suspicion that arose already for contact-interacting gases, that very large systems with \( \gtrsim O(100) \) modes have different stochastic gauge properties than small to medium systems. Drift gauges become inefficient for large systems because of the accumulation of noise from all modes into the one global weight \( \Omega \). In that case, diffusion gauges should be used, and continue to provide improvement over the plain positive-\( P \) treatment for many cases.

Finally, we have illustrated our techniques by modeling an interaction quench in the extended Bose-Hubbard model and the excitation of Rydberg states in a Bose-Einstein condensate, using an echo sequence. Notably, the inclusion of atomic motion in such a calculation introduces no additional significant complications here, in contrast to many other methods used to study Rydberg excitations. The main arena where we expect the methods developed here to offer advantages over alternatives (mainly density-matrix renormalization methods) are time-dependent quantum many-body problems in two or three spatial dimensions.
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### APPENDIX A: STRATONOVICH CORRECTIONS

The evolution equations (18a) and (18b) are to be interpreted in Itô stochastic calculus. Most numerical implementations that go beyond simple and inefficient first-order
methods require the use of the Stratonovich form. This includes the adaptive 8th and 9th order Runge-Kutta method [100] employed for all simulations in this article using the XMDS package used here [101] (see [102,103] for the most recent version). For equations with variable-dependent noise such as the ones derived here, the Stratonovich correction can be complicated, especially when the gauges themselves are a function of the variables. Hence, it is useful to provide the end results here.

If one decomposes the variables in \( \mathbf{v} = (\mathbf{y}, \Omega) \) into all the independent variables (either \( \text{Re}[v]_l \) and \( \text{Im}[v]_l \) or \( v \) and \( v^* \)), labeling them as \( u_j \) with \( j = 1, \ldots, 2(2M + 1) \), then one can apply the usual formula [3,80] for the Stratonovich correction, \( S_{uj} = -\frac{1}{2} \sum_{l} \sum_{j=1}^{2(2M+1)} B_{luj} \frac{\partial}{\partial u_l} B_{lj} \), \( \quad (A1) \)

for a real random process with Itô equation

\[
\frac{du_j}{dt} = A_j(\mathbf{v}) + \sum_{l} B_{lj}(\mathbf{v}) \xi_l. \quad (A2)
\]

The Stratonovich form of the equation is then \( \frac{du_j}{dt} = A_j(\mathbf{v}) + \sum_{l} B_{lj}(\mathbf{v}) \xi_l + S_{uj} \).

1. Uniform diffusion gauge

With a diffusion gauge \( \tilde{\mathbf{v}} \) independent of the variables, but allowing arbitrary drift gauges \( f \), we obtain

\[
S_{\tilde{\Omega}} = -\frac{i}{2} \sum_{v} \gamma_v W_{\mu v}, \quad (A3)
\]

\[
S_{\Omega} = -\frac{i}{2} \Omega \left[ \tilde{f}^T W f + \sum_{v} \gamma_v \left[ W \frac{\partial}{\partial \gamma_v} \right]_{v} \right. - \left. i \sum_{v} \gamma_v^* \left[ S \Omega \Omega \hat{S} \Omega \Omega \hat{S} \Omega \Omega \hat{S} \right]_{v} \right] \quad (A4)
\]

The notation \([a]_v\) is used for the \( v \) component of the vector inside the brackets.

If we specify the drift gauge as \( f = i \mathbf{w}^* \) from Eq. (19) as we have used throughout this paper, one obtains

\[
S_{\Omega} = \frac{\Omega}{4} \sum_{v} \gamma_v \left[ \tilde{S} \Omega \Omega \hat{S} \Omega \Omega \hat{S} \Omega \Omega \hat{S} \right]_{v} \quad (A5)
\]

with \( F \) defined in Eq. (22). A case relevant for this paper is the uniform diffusion gauge Eq. (62) using a real \( a \), where one has

\[
S_{\Omega} = \frac{\Omega}{2} \left( \sum_{\mu} n_{\mu} \sum_{\nu} [\sqrt{W}]_{\mu \nu} e^{-2a_{\mu}} [\sqrt{W}]_{\nu \mu} \right)^* \quad (A6)
\]

which reduces to

\[
S_{\Omega} = \frac{\Omega}{2} \sum_{\mu} n_{\mu} e^{-2a} U_0 = \frac{\Omega U_0 e^{-2a}}{2} |x| \rho(x)^* \quad (A7)
\]

for the global gauge Eq. (24). The real rectified potential Eq. (27) appears again. The case of contact interactions is recovered when \( W_{\mu \nu} = 8 \delta_{\mu \nu} / dV \). An ungauged positive-\( P \) simulation, or one with diffusion gauges that do not depend on the variables, has only the Eq. (A3) corrections.

2. Adaptive gauge Stratonovich correction

In the case of an adaptive diffusion gauge the Stratonovich correction becomes significantly more complicated, since the derivatives in Eq. (A1) now also act on the gauge parameter \( \alpha \). Taking the global form Eq. (24) but with the variable and time dependence of Eq. (32), after much algebra, one obtains

\[
S_{\Omega}(x) = \frac{i}{2} W_0 \alpha(x) + \frac{i}{2} \alpha(x) e^{-6a} U_0 \times \left\{ \frac{1}{3} \int \left( f(\mathbf{x}) - i e^{-2a} I_a(\mathbf{x})^* \right) \right. \right.
\]

\[
+ \left. \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{1 + \frac{4I_a}{W_0}} \left( -i I_a(\mathbf{x}) + e^{-2a} I_a(\mathbf{x})^* \right) \right\} \quad (A8a)
\]

\[
S_{\beta}(x) = -\frac{i}{2} W_0 \beta(x) - \frac{i}{2} \beta(x) e^{-6a} U_0 \times \left\{ \frac{1}{3} \int \left( f(\mathbf{x}) + i e^{-2a} I_a(\mathbf{x})^* \right) \right. \right.
\]

\[
- \left. \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{1 + \frac{4I_a}{W_0}} \left( I_a(\mathbf{x}) + e^{-2a} I_a(\mathbf{x})^* \right) \right\} \quad (A8b)
\]

\[
S_{\Omega} = \frac{\Omega U_0 e^{-2a}}{2} \int dx \rho^*(x) - \frac{\Omega e^{-2a}}{U_0} \int dx \rho''(x) \times \left\{ \frac{2i(t - t_{\text{fin}})}{3} I_a(x)^* + \sqrt{1 + \frac{4I_a}{W_0}} I_a(x)^* \right\} \quad (A8c)
\]

\[
I_3(x) = \int dz \rho(y) \rho(z) U(y - z)^2 W(x - y) \quad (A9a)
\]

\[
I_4(x) = \int dz dy \rho(y) \rho(z) U(y - z)^2 U(x - y) \quad (A9b)
\]

\[
I_5(x) = \int dz dy \rho(y) \rho(z) U(y - z) W(x - y) \quad (A9c)
\]

\[
I_6(x) = \int dz dy \rho(y) \rho(z) U(y - z) U(x - y) \quad (A9d)
\]

APPENDIX B: CHARACTERISTIC VARIANCE: WITH DRIFT GAUGE

1. Logarithmic variables

To estimate Eq. (20), a first step is to turn the stochastic equations (differentials), Eqs. (18a) and (18b), into equations for \( \ln[\Omega \gamma]\). We use the usual multivariate Ito formula [80,104] using the independent variables \( \tilde{\mathbf{v}} \) like in Eq. (A2), to give

\[
\frac{d}{dt} \ln(\Omega \gamma_v) = \frac{i}{\gamma_v} [\mathbf{w} \mathbf{v}]_\mu + 2i[W(a - \mathbf{f})]_\mu - \frac{i}{2} [W_0 + (\mathbf{f}^T W \mathbf{f}) + \sqrt{i} (S \Omega \Omega \xi)]_\mu + \sqrt{i} \mathbf{f}^T \Omega \xi. \quad (B1)
\]
From this point on, we will neglect kinetic terms, setting $O = 0$, as explained in Sec. V A. Formally, Eq. (B1) can be integrated over time, with the result

$$\ln[\Omega(t)\gamma_\mu(t)] = \ln[\Omega(0)\gamma_\mu(0)] + i\left[ W \int_0^t (n(s) - f(s)) \, ds \right]_\mu - i \frac{W_0}{2} t - \frac{i}{2} \int_0^t f^T(s) W f(s) \, ds + \sqrt{i} \int_0^t f^T(s) S O \xi(s) \, ds. \tag{B2}$$

Next, we move from $\ln[\Omega(t)\gamma_\mu(t)]$ to $\ln[\Omega(0)\gamma_\mu(0)]$. It is helpful to specify the form of $f$ at this point, as the usual $f = i n^\ast$. This has the convenient feature that the deterministic parts of $\ln[\Omega(0)\gamma_\mu(0)]$ are imaginary and do not contribute to $\ln[\Omega(t)\gamma_\mu(t)]$ since $\ln|z| = \ln|z|$. This is likely an important factor for why this is a useful gauge. With this choice of $f$, we arrive at

$$\ln[\Omega(0)\gamma_\mu(0)] = \ln[\Omega(0)\gamma_\mu(0)] + \frac{\sqrt{i}}{2} \int_0^t \sum_v [S O - i S^\ast O^\ast]_{\mu\nu} \int_0^t \xi_v(s) ds + \frac{i}{2} \sum_v [S O + i S^\ast O^\ast]_{\mu\nu} \int_0^t n_v^\ast(s) \xi_v(s). \tag{B3}$$

As previously, the indices below square brackets denote the elements of the enclosed matrix or vector.

2. Variance assembly

The mean of Eq. (B3) is simply $\ln[\Omega(0)\gamma_\mu(0)] = \ln[\Omega(0)\gamma_\mu(0)]$, since $\int_0^t G(s)\xi_v(s) = 0$ for any nonanticipating function $G[80]$. The remaining averaging at $t = 0$ is over initial state noise, which is independent of any later dynamical noises $\xi$. The mean of the square is

$$\ln[\Omega(t)\gamma_\mu(t)]^T = \ln[\Omega(0)\gamma_\mu(0)]^T + \frac{i}{4} \int_0^t \sum_{v\nu} [S O - i S^\ast O^\ast]_{\mu\nu} \int_0^t \xi_v(s) ds + \frac{i}{2} \sum_{v\nu} [S O + i S^\ast O^\ast]_{\mu\nu} \int_0^t n_v^\ast(s) \xi_v(s). \tag{B4a}$$

$$\ln[\Omega(t)\gamma_\mu(t)] = \ln[\Omega(0)\gamma_\mu(0)] - \frac{i}{4} \sum_{v\nu} [S O + i S^\ast O^\ast]_{\mu\nu} \int_0^t \int_0^t \xi_v(s) \xi_v(s') ds ds' + \frac{i}{2} \sum_{v\nu} [S O + i S^\ast O^\ast]_{\mu\nu} \int_0^t \int_0^t n_v^\ast(s) n_v^\ast(s') \xi_v(s) \xi_v(s'). \tag{B4b}$$

We consider the three terms in sequence:

Term (B4a). From independence of noises, $\xi_v(s)\xi_v(s') = \delta_{vv'} \delta(s - s')$ so that

$$\int_0^t \int_0^t ds ds' \xi_v(s) \xi_v(s') = t \delta_{vv'}. \tag{B5}$$

Hence

$$\text{Eq. (B4a)} = \frac{t}{4} [S S^T - (S S^T)^\ast - i S O + S^\ast O^\ast]_{\mu\nu} = \frac{t}{2} [S O + S^\ast O^\ast]_{\mu\nu}. \tag{B6}$$

For the second line we note that $\frac{1}{4} [S S^T = W$ and $W$ is real, as well as that $(S O + S^\ast O^\ast)^T = (S O + S^\ast O^\ast)^\ast$. The transpose is then irrelevant for the $[ ]_{\mu\nu}$ element. Note that while $O \ast O^\ast = \frac{1}{2}$, this is not generally the case for $O^\ast O$. 

Term (B4b). The stochastic average is $n_v^\ast(s) n_v^\ast(s') \xi_v(s')$. Now consider the following: if $s > s'$ then then $\xi(s)$ is uncorrelated with all the other terms, because of causality, and for the case of $n_v^\ast(s)$, the nonanticipating nature of an Itô process. Hence, in this case we can write

$$n_v^\ast(s) n_v^\ast(s') \xi_v(s') = 0 \quad \text{when } s > s'$$

since $\xi_v(s) = 0$. The same argument can be made for $s' > s$, in which case a factor $\xi_v(s') = 0$ occurs. The remaining situation is $s = s'$, in which case the noises $\xi$ are also uncorrelated with the $n_v$ because of the nonanticipating nature. Hence, we can write

$$\int_0^t \int_0^t ds ds' n_v^\ast(s) n_v^\ast(s') \xi_v(s') = \int_0^t \int_0^t ds ds' n_v^\ast(s) n_v^\ast(s') \xi_v(s'), \quad \text{when } s = s'$$

$$\int_0^t \int_0^t ds ds' n_v^\ast(s) n_v^\ast(s') \delta(s - s') \delta_{vv'} = \int_0^t ds n_v^\ast(s) \delta_{vv'} = \delta_{vv'} N_v^\ast, \tag{B8}$$
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The shorthand expression

$$Q = \int_0^t ds \, n'_\mu(s) n'_\mu(s)^T$$  \hspace{1cm} (B9)$$
for the correlation matrix of integrated expectation values will be useful. Inserting Eq. (B8) into Eq. (B4b) gives

$$\text{Eq. (B4b)} = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \text{Tr} \left[ S O O^\dagger S^\dagger \right] \right]_{\lambda\lambda} Q_{\lambda\lambda}$$

$$= \frac{1}{2} \text{Tr} \left[ \text{Re} \left[ S O O^\dagger S^\dagger \right] \right].$$  \hspace{1cm} (B10)$$

**Term (B4c).** Proceeding in the same way, one finds

$$n'_\lambda(s') \xi(s) \bar{\xi}(s') = \delta_{\nu\nu}^{\prime} \int_0^t ds \, n'_\lambda(s).$$  \hspace{1cm} (B11)$$

and

$$\text{Eq. (B4c)} = \sum_k (\text{Im} \left[ S O O^\dagger S^\dagger \right]_{\mu\lambda} - W_{\mu\lambda}) \int_0^t ds \, n'_\lambda(s).$$  \hspace{1cm} (B12)$$

Gathering now all the terms and inserting them into Eqs. (B4) and (20) we obtain

$$\mathcal{V} = \mathcal{V}(0) + \frac{1}{2} M \left[ t \frac{1}{2} \text{Tr} \left[ S O O^\dagger S^\dagger \right] \right]$$

$$+ M \text{Tr} \left[ \text{Re} \left[ S O O^\dagger S^\dagger \right] \right]$$

$$+ \sum_{k} (\text{Im} \left[ S O O^\dagger S^\dagger \right]_{\mu\lambda} - W_{\mu\lambda}) \int_0^t ds \, n'_\lambda(s).$$  \hspace{1cm} (B13)$$

**3. Stochastic density evolution**

To proceed further we must evaluate the expectation values involving \( n'_\mu \). Applying the Itô formula for \( n_m = \alpha_m \beta_m \), and again discarding the \( \omega \) terms, leads to

$$\frac{dn_m}{dt} = \sqrt{t} n_m \sum_{\nu} \left[ S_{m\nu} + \nu S_{m+M,\nu} \right] \xi_{\nu \sigma} + i n_m \sum_{\nu} S_{m\nu} P_{\nu \sigma} S_{M,\nu} \bar{\xi}_{\nu \sigma}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (B14)$$

Using the matrix \( F \) defined in Eq. (A5), this can be written

$$\frac{dn_m}{dt} = \sqrt{t} \, n_m \left[ F S O \xi_s \right]_{m\nu} + i n_m \left[ W (F - I) \right]_{m\nu}$$

$$= \sqrt{t} \, n_m \left[ F S O \xi_s \right]_{m\nu}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (B15)$$

The last follows because \( W (F - I) \) has all zeros on the diagonal. Moving to logarithmic variables and formally integrating the differential we obtain

$$n_\mu(t) = n_\mu(0) \exp \left[ \sqrt{t} \left( F S O \xi(t) \right)_{\mu\nu} \right].$$  \hspace{1cm} (B16)$$

where

$$\xi_{\nu}(t) = \int_0^t \xi_{\nu}(s) ds.$$  \hspace{1cm} (B17)$$

Since it is a sum of Gaussian random variables, \( \xi_{\nu} \) is itself Gaussian distributed. It has correlations

$$\xi_{\nu}(t) \xi_{\nu}(t') = \delta_{\nu\nu} \min\{t, t'\}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (B18)$$

as found in [23].

**4. Stochastic density means and variances**

The expectation value of Eq. (B16) can be written in terms of the probability distribution of Gaussian random variables \( \xi_{\nu} \) that obey Eq. (B18):

$$n_\mu(t) = n_\mu(0) \int d^{2M} \xi \, \text{Pr}[\xi] \exp \left[ \mathbf{K}^{(\mu)} \cdot \xi \right].$$  \hspace{1cm} (B19)$$

Here, \( \mathbf{K}^{(\mu)} \) are vectors with elements \( K^{(\mu)}_{\nu} = \sqrt{t} \left( F S O \right)_{\mu\nu}, \)
and the probability distribution is

$$\text{Pr}[\xi] = \prod_{\sigma=1}^{2M} \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi t}} \exp \left[ -\frac{\xi_{\sigma}^2}{2t} \right] = \frac{1}{(2\pi t)^M} \exp \left[ -\frac{\mathbf{\xi} \cdot \mathbf{\xi}}{2t} \right].$$  \hspace{1cm} (B20)$$

We can then write the expectation value as an integral over the quadratic form

$$n_\mu(t) = \frac{n_\mu(0)}{(2\pi t)^M} \int d^{2M} \xi \exp \left[ -\frac{\mathbf{\xi}^T A(t) \mathbf{\xi} + \mathbf{K}^{(\mu)} \cdot \mathbf{\xi}}{2t} \right].$$  \hspace{1cm} (B21)$$

where \( A = \frac{1}{2t} \), whence \( \det A = (2t)^{-M} \). Using the standard result that

$$\int d^M x \exp \left[ -x^T A x + K \cdot x \right] = \sqrt{\frac{\pi^M}{\det A}} \exp \left( \frac{1}{4} K^T A^{-1} K \right).$$  \hspace{1cm} (B22)$$

the expectation value finally becomes

$$n_\mu(t) = n_\mu(0) \exp \left[ \frac{t}{2} \mathbf{K}^{(\mu)} \cdot \mathbf{K}^{(\mu)} \right]$$

$$= n_\mu(0) \exp \left[ \frac{t}{2} \left( F W F^T \right)_{\mu\mu} \right].$$  \hspace{1cm} (B23)$$

Note that for our form of matrices \( W \) and \( F \) in Eqs. (14) and (A5),

$$F W F^T = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 \end{pmatrix}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (B24)$$

Hence \( n_\mu(t) = n_\mu(0) \) and

$$\int_0^t ds \, n'_\lambda(s) = t \, n'_\lambda(0).$$  \hspace{1cm} (B25)$$

We still have to evaluate \( Q \) of Eq. (B9). Note that for \( z, w \in \mathbb{C} \) we have \( z^{*} w^{*} = \text{Re}(z w^{*} - z w) / 2 \). Thus

$$Q_{\lambda\lambda} = \int_0^t n'_\lambda(s) n'_\lambda(s) ds$$

$$= \frac{1}{2} \text{Re} \left\{ \int_0^t [n'_\lambda(s) n'_\lambda(s) - n'_\lambda(s) n'_\lambda(s)] ds \right\}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (B26)$$
Using Eq. (B16) we can write

\[ n_\lambda(t)n_\lambda^*(t) = n_\lambda(0)n_\lambda^*(0) \exp\{\sqrt{t}[FSQ_\lambda + \sqrt{-i}[FSQ^*]_\lambda]\} \]

\[ = n_\lambda(0)n_\lambda^*(0) \int d^{2M} \xi \Pr[\xi, t] \exp\{K^{(\lambda, \lambda')} \cdot \xi\}. \tag{B27} \]

Now the symbol \( K^{(\lambda, \lambda')} \) is

\[ K^{(\lambda, \lambda')} = \mathcal{S}, \exp[\mathcal{W}] + \mathcal{S}^* \mathcal{O}^*. \tag{B28} \]

To use Eq. (B22), we obtain

\[ K^{(\lambda, \lambda')} = i[H F \mathcal{F}]_{\lambda \lambda'} + i[H F \mathcal{F}]_{\lambda' \lambda} \]

\[ + 2[H S \mathcal{O} \mathcal{O}^+]_{\lambda \lambda'} \]

\[ = 2[H S \mathcal{O} \mathcal{O}^+]_{\lambda \lambda'}. \tag{B29} \]

We have used \( H F \mathcal{F} = 0 \) and the other obvious properties of \( H, S, O \). Thus

\[ n_\lambda(x)n_\lambda^*(x) = n_\lambda(0)n_\lambda^*(0) \exp[S \mathcal{O} \mathcal{O}^+ \mathcal{F}]_{\lambda \lambda'}. \tag{B30} \]

Using the same methods we obtain

\[ n_\lambda(x)n_\lambda^*(x) = n_\lambda(0)n_\lambda^*(0) \exp\left\{ \frac{i}{2} \left[ (H F \mathcal{F})_{\lambda \lambda'} \right. \right. \]

\[ + \left. \left. i[H S \mathcal{O} \mathcal{O}^+]_{\lambda \lambda'} + 2[H S \mathcal{O} \mathcal{O}^+]_{\lambda' \lambda} \right] \right\} \]

\[ = n_\lambda(0)n_\lambda^*(0). \tag{B31} \]

Now we have to integrate over time. The result is Eq. (21b).

We also make use of Eq. (B25) and the properties of \( W \) and \( n \) to find that

\[ \sum_{\mu \lambda} W_{\mu \lambda} \int_0^t ds n_\mu^*(s) = t \sum_{\mu \lambda} W_{\mu \lambda} n_\mu^*(0) = \sum_{\mu} \frac{[Wn]_\mu}{\mu} \]

\[ = \sum_{\mu} [\text{W}n + \text{W}n]_\mu = 0. \tag{B32} \]

Finally, substituting Eqs. (B32) and (21b) into Eq. (B13), we obtain the pivotal result, Eq. (21).

---

**APPENDIX C: CHARACTERISTIC VARIANCE: WITHOUT DRIFT GAUGE**

The case when there is no drift gauge (\( f = 0 \)) follows in the same general way as above in Appendix B, though with some additional elements. Summarizing the procedure, we begin with

\[ \ln[|\gamma_{\mu}(t)|] = \ln[|\gamma_{\mu}(0)|] + \frac{\sqrt{t}}{2} \sum_{\nu} [S O - i S O^*]_{\mu \nu} \]

\[ \times \int_0^t \xi_{\nu}(s) ds - \sum_{\nu} W_{\nu \nu} \int_0^t n_\nu^*(s). \tag{C1} \]

With the usual assumptions, \( n(t) \) continues to be described by Eq. (B16), and \( \bar{n}_\mu = n_\mu(0) \). With the use of this and algebra

\[ \nu^{(p)} = \mathcal{V}(0) + \frac{1}{2M} \left[ \frac{t}{2} \text{Tr}[S O + \frac{i}{2} S^+] - \text{Tr}[WQ^{(p)}] W \right] \]

\[ - 2t \sum_{\mu \lambda} W_{\mu \lambda} \text{covar}[\ln|\gamma_{\mu}(0)|, n_\lambda^*(0)] \]

\[ - \sqrt{t} \sum_{\mu \lambda} [S O - i S O^*]_{\lambda \mu} W_{\lambda \mu} \int_0^t d \xi_{\mu}(t)n_\lambda^*(s) \]

\[ = \int_0^t ds \int_0^t ds' \text{covar}[n_\lambda^*(s), n_\lambda^*(s')] \tag{C2} \]

in terms of a quantity

\[ Q_{\lambda \lambda'}^{(p)} = \int_0^t ds \int_0^t ds' \text{covar}[n_\lambda^*(s), n_\lambda^*(s')] \tag{C3} \]

that is similar to \( Q \).

To evaluate Eqs. (C2) and (C3), the two-time averages \( n_{\lambda}(s)n_{\lambda}^*(s') \) and \( \xi_{\lambda}(t)n_{\lambda}^*(s) \) are needed. From the construction Eq. (B17) we note that when \( s' > s \), the random variable \( \xi \) can be split into completely independent early and late (\( \hat{\xi} \)) parts

\[ \xi_{\lambda}(s') = \xi_{\lambda}(s) + \hat{\xi}_{\mu}(s' - s) \tag{C4} \]

with \( \hat{\xi}(v) \) having the same variances as \( \xi(v) \) given in Eq. (B18), except that it is independent because it consists of different building block noises \( \xi(t) \). This way, after using Eqs. (B16) and (C4) one has

\[ \int_0^t ds \int_0^t ds' \text{covar}[n_\lambda^*(s), n_\lambda^*(s')] = \frac{2}{2} \int_0^t ds \int_0^t ds' \text{covar}[n_\lambda^*(s), n_\lambda^*(s')] \]

\[ = 2 \int_0^t ds \int_0^t ds' \text{covar}[n_\lambda^*(s), n_\lambda^*(s') \exp\{\sqrt{-i}[FSO^* \hat{\xi}(s' - s)]_{\lambda}\}] \]

\[ = 2 \int_0^t ds n_\lambda^*(s) n_\lambda^*(s') \int_0^t ds' \exp\{\sqrt{-i}[FSO^* \hat{\xi}(s' - s)]_{\lambda}\}. \tag{C5} \]
The factor in the right-hand integral can be identified as a scaled expectation value from Eq. (B23), \( n_{\lambda'}(s') / n_{\lambda'}(0) \), and substituting \( s' = v + s \) one has

\[
\int_0^t ds \int_0^t ds' \bar{n}_{\lambda}(s)n_{\lambda'}(s') = 2 \int_0^t ds \bar{n}_{\lambda}(s)n_{\lambda'}^*(s) \left[ \int_0^{t-s} dv \frac{n_{\lambda'}(v)}{n_{\lambda'}(0)} \right]^s = 2 \int_0^t ds \bar{n}_{\lambda}(s)n_{\lambda'}^*(s)(t-s) = 2n_{\lambda}(0)n_{\lambda'}^*(0) \int_0^t ds \exp(s[F S O O^\dagger S^\dagger F]_{\lambda\lambda'})
\]

\[
= \frac{2n_{\lambda}(0)n_{\lambda'}^*(0)}{[F S O O^\dagger S^\dagger F]_{\lambda\lambda'}} (e^{t[F S O O^\dagger S^\dagger F]_{\lambda\lambda'}} - 1 - t[F S O O^\dagger S^\dagger F]_{\lambda\lambda'}). \tag{C6}
\]

Here, Eq. (B25) was used in the second line, and Eq. (B30) in the third. Similarly,

\[
\int_0^t ds \int_0^t ds' \bar{n}_{\lambda}(s)n_{\lambda'}(s') = t^2 n_{\lambda}(0)n_{\lambda'}(0) \tag{C7}
\]

and \( \int_0^t ds \int_0^t ds' \bar{n}_{\lambda}(s)n_{\lambda'}(s') = t^2 n_{\lambda}(0)n_{\lambda'}(0) \) from Eq. (B25), so that using a form similar to Eq. (B26) one has

\[
Q_{\lambda\lambda'}^{(p)} = \text{Re} \left[ \frac{n_{\lambda}(0)n_{\lambda'}^*(0)}{[F S O O^\dagger S^\dagger F]_{\lambda\lambda'}} (e^{t[F S O O^\dagger S^\dagger F]_{\lambda\lambda'}} - 1 - t[F S O O^\dagger S^\dagger F]_{\lambda\lambda'}) - \frac{t^2}{2} n_{\lambda}(0)n_{\lambda'}(0) \right] - t^2 n_{\lambda}(0)n_{\lambda'}(0). \tag{C8}
\]

This can be rearranged to the form

\[
Q_{\lambda\lambda'}^{(p)} = \bar{Q}_{\lambda\lambda'} + t^2 \text{covar}[n_{\lambda'}(0), n_{\lambda'}(0)] \tag{C9}
\]

using \( \bar{Q} \) from Eq. (33b). Consider now the quantity \( \zeta(t)n_{\lambda'}(s) \) in the last line of Eq. (C2). Splitting \( \zeta \) into early and late parts as \( \zeta(t) = \zeta(s) + \zeta(t-s) \) like in Eq. (C4), one can see that \( \zeta(t-s) \) must be uncorrelated with the earlier \( n' \). From this and Eq. (B16) one has

\[
\zeta(t)n_{\lambda'}(s) = \text{Im}[n_{\lambda'}(0)\zeta(s) e^{\sqrt{i[t[F S O O^\dagger S^\dagger F}_{\lambda\lambda']}\zeta(t)}]. \tag{C10}
\]

The right-most expectation value is a Gaussian integral similar to Eq. (B21), but the first moment of the random variable \( \zeta(s) \). The matrix \( A \) is now \( 1/\sqrt{2s} \) and we have \( K^{(v)} = \sqrt{[F S O O^\dagger S^\dagger F}_{\lambda\lambda'} \zeta(t) \). Here, the result from multivariate normal distributions that we need is

\[
\int d^n x x_i \exp(-x^T A x + K x) = \frac{1}{2} [K^T A^{-1} K] \left( \frac{\pi^n}{\det A} \right)^{1/2} \exp \left( \frac{1}{4} K^T A^{-1} K \right). \tag{C11}
\]

With this one finds

\[
\zeta(t)n_{\lambda'}(s) = s \text{ Im}[\sqrt{i[t[F S O O^\dagger S^\dagger F}_{\lambda\lambda']}\zeta(s)]. \tag{C12}
\]

where \( N = \text{diag}([\rho(0)]) \) as defined before. The bottom line in Eq. (C2) is

\[
- \frac{t^2}{2} \text{Tr}[W N' E W - \text{Im}[S O O^\dagger S^\dagger N^* F W]]. \tag{C13}
\]

Finally substituting this and Eq. (C9), the expression Eq. (33) is obtained after some manipulation to separate the mostly useless initial covariance \( C^{(0)} \) defined in Eq. (34).
APPENDIX E: NONLOCAL GAUGE EXPRESSIONS

The purpose of this Appendix is to elaborate on how the results of Sec. VIII A were obtained. We desire a simpler version of Eq. (21) valid for short times. To this end, the exponential within each element $k, \lambda'$ of the matrix $(e^{i \mathbf{E} \cdot \mathbf{E}^T \mathbf{a}_j} - 1)$ in Eq. (21) is expanded to second order in $t$. One obtains

$$V = \frac{t}{2M} \text{Tr}[\cosh(2A)W] + tn''T(0)\sqrt{W}e^{-2A}\sqrt{\mathbf{W}n''(0)} + \frac{t^2}{2} \text{Tr}[\sqrt{W}e^{-2A}\sqrt{\mathbf{W}N'}\frac{\partial A}{\partial a_{ij}}] \times e^{-2A}\sqrt{W}N' + (N' \to N'')] \tag{E1}$$

as written in Eq. (64), with the diagonal matrix $N$ given by Eq. (65).

The more difficult task is to differentiate Eq. (E1) with respect to each element $a_{ij}$ of the diffusion gauge matrix $A$. We make use of the expression for derivatives of matrix exponentials:

$$\frac{\partial \exp[A]}{\partial a_{ij}} = \int_0^1 d\tau \exp [(1 - \tau)A] \frac{\partial A}{\partial a_{ij}} \exp [\tau A], \tag{E2}$$

where $[\partial A/\partial a_{ij}]_{lm} = \delta_l \delta_{a_{ij}}$. With this expression we require

$$0 = \frac{\partial V}{\partial a_{ij}} = \int_0^1 d\tau \left\{ \frac{t}{2M} [\exp [2\tau A]W \exp [2(1 - \tau)A]_{ji} - \exp [-2\tau A]W \exp [-2(1 - \tau)A]_{ji}] - 2\tau [\exp [-2\tau A]\sqrt{W}n''(0)n''^T(0) \times \sqrt{W} \exp [-2(1 - \tau)A]_{ji} - 2\tau^2 [\exp [2\tau A]\sqrt{W}N'\sqrt{W}' e^{-2A}\sqrt{W}N' \sqrt{W}] \times \exp [2(1 - \tau)A]_{ji} + [N' \to N'']_{ji} \right\}. \tag{E3}$$

Let us assume that $A$ will be a function of $\sqrt{W}$ only [105], and the initial mode occupation is constant and real, $n_0(x) = n_0$. Now matrices such as $\exp [2\tau A]$, $N'$ and $\sqrt{W}$ commute. The $\tau$ integration is then trivial, and we arrive at the matrix equation

$$W = W \exp(-4A) + 4Mt[\sqrt{W}N' W' \sqrt{W}] \exp(-6A), \tag{E4}$$

from which we can directly write Eq. (66) and then Eq. (67).
[75] The many-mode coherent states are a separable tensor product of coherent states $\phi_{\alpha_n}(\alpha_n)$ with complex amplitude $\alpha_n$ for each of the single particle modes.
[76] Or $2M + 1$ components if the weight $\Omega$ is included.
[77] Almost all relevant states, including number states $|n\rangle$, initially have a well bounded distribution. However, as time evolves, the distribution may begin to violate this requirement.
[79] A positive semidefinite diffusion matrix has all eigenvalues non-negative, and such a form for $D$ can always be constructed here due to $\Lambda$ being an analytic function of complex variables [5].
[81] Pathological cases can occur if the distribution $P_\rho$ does not decay sufficiently rapidly for large $|\alpha|, |\beta|$. This is discussed, e.g., in [33,37].
[83] Writing the potential $V$ as an eigenvalue decomposition with orthogonal normalized eigenvectors $|j\rangle$ such that $\langle j|V|j\rangle = \delta_{j,k}$ we have that $W = \sum_j \lambda_j |j\rangle\langle j|$ and hence $U = \sum_j |\beta_j\rangle\langle j|j\rangle$. For cases where the potential $W$ has all eigenvalues positive or all eigenvalues negative, one thus finds that $U_\theta = |W_\theta|$. Otherwise, $U_\theta > |W_\theta|$, and the relationship is more complicated.
[84] The calculations in [32,37] had assumed a deterministic initial state such that $\langle 0|\psi(0)\rangle = |n\rangle$, and thus did not contain the covariance contributions found here.
[87] $I_0$ is zero for our real coherent state initial conditions.

[102] Our simulations were done with the high-level language xmds (online at www.xmds.org).
[105] Defined by a power series.